Enforcement of Humane Slaughter Laws Has Increased at Both the State and Federal Levels but Remains Low and Inconsistent

OVERVIEW

In early 2008, multiple incidents of egregious cruelty to cattle at the Westland-Hallmark Meat Packing Co. in Chino, California, caught on videotape by animal protection advocates, resulted in widespread public outrage and eventually led to the largest beef recall in the history of the U.S. These incidents occurred despite the continual on-site presence of U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) inspection personnel and the performance of periodic third-party humane slaughter audits at the plant.

Congress held multiple oversight hearings on humane slaughter in the wake of the Westland-Hallmark case, and the USDA took several actions to step up its enforcement of the federal Humane Methods of Slaughter Act, including conducting an audit of slaughter plants at high risk for humane violations, temporarily increasing the time spent verifying humane handling and slaughter requirements, and issuing various humane slaughter notices and training modules for in-plant inspection personnel.

The research described in this report looked at humane slaughter enforcement—both state and federal—in the aftermath of the Westland-Hallmark incident. Findings of the research include:

- **State and federal humane slaughter enforcement was up but varied widely among individual states and among individual federal districts.** The number of federal suspensions for humane violations increased 7-fold from 2006-2007 to 2008-2009; state suspensions were up sharply as well. However, some states offered no evidence of any enforcement, and enforcement differed dramatically among federal districts.

- **Repeat state and federal violators present a major enforcement problem.** Numerous examples of repeat violators were found, including a Wisconsin state plant that was cited for humane violations 34 times in a 20-month period and a North Carolina federal plant that was closed down 8 times in 30 months for incidents of inhumane slaughter.

- **State and federal inspection personnel have inadequate training in humane enforcement and inadequate access to humane slaughter expertise.** Enforcement documents reveal that inspectors react differently when faced with similar violations. Federal inspectors have limited access to humane slaughter experts, while states known to employ veterinary humane slaughter specialists generally have higher enforcement rates.

- **Humane enforcement was up at state and federal levels but remained low in comparison with other aspects of food safety enforcement.** Enforcement was up in terms of the issuance of noncompliance records and suspensions at state inspected plants and suspensions at federal plants. While allocation of resources to humane slaughter activities appears to have increased for state plants, resources devoted to humane handling at the federal level continue to constitute less than 2% of total funding for food safety inspection.
About the research

This report presents the findings of a survey of state and federal humane slaughter enforcement conducted between November 2009 and March 2010 by the Animal Welfare Institute (AWI). While other entities, including the Government Accountability Office (GAO), have studied federal humane slaughter enforcement, AWI is the first to conduct a review of humane slaughter at the state level.

The survey was undertaken as an update to a comprehensive, 10-year review of humane slaughter enforcement published by AWI in May 2008. The current study aims 1) to determine whether humane slaughter enforcement increased between the years 2008 and 2010 and 2) to compare state and federal enforcement of humane slaughter laws.

Data used to analyze humane slaughter enforcement was obtained from public record requests submitted to state and federal departments of agriculture and from records posted on the USDA website.

The research was conducted by Dena Jones and Deborah Press of AWI, with the assistance of Sarah Schanz.
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About the Animal Welfare Institute

Since its founding in 1951, AWI has been alleviating suffering inflicted on animals by people. Major goals of the organization include abolishing factory farms and achieving humane slaughter for all animals raised for food. AWI seeks to achieve these goals through research, investigation, education, and lobbying on behalf of animals.

Related Materials

This report expands on the findings of previous research conducted by AWI: Crimes without Consequences: The Enforcement of Humane Slaughter Laws in the United States, May 2008 (143 pp).

The previous report, along with additional information, including a regularly updated listing of slaughter plants that have been suspended for violating the Humane Methods of Slaughter Act, is available on AWI’s website at www.awionline.org.
OVERVIEW OF HUMANE SLAUGHTER ENFORCEMENT

In the United States, approximately 10 billion animals are killed for food each year. The USDA’s Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) is charged with inspecting slaughtering operations to ensure that meat animals, excluding birds and rabbits, are killed according to the federal Humane Methods of Slaughter Act. This law requires that animals be made insensible to pain by “a single blow or gunshot or an electrical, chemical or other means that is rapid and effective” prior to being shackled, hoisted, or cut. The law also provides for the humane handling of animals on the premises of a slaughtering establishment up to the point of slaughter. (Figure 2 on the following page illustrates key requirements of the federal Humane Methods of Slaughter Act.)

There are generally three types of slaughter plants operating within the U.S. – federally inspected for interstate commerce, state inspected for intrastate commerce, and custom exempt for personal, non-commercial use. A large majority of the animals killed for food in the U.S. each year are slaughtered at federally inspected plants.

The designated status of an individual slaughter plant as being either federally or state inspected does not necessarily indicate what agency is responsible for conducting oversight, including matters related to humane slaughter. Some plants under federal oversight are inspected by employees of state agricultural agencies and federal personnel inspect some plants under state oversight.

Currently, 27 states run their own meat inspection programs (see Figure 1) in cooperation with FSIS, which provides up to 50% of the funding. These states inspect intrastate and custom slaughter plants within their state, with enforcement standards at least equal to those imposed under federal meat inspection laws, including the Humane Methods of Slaughter Act. FSIS certifies state inspection programs annually based on the state’s self-assessment, as well as FSIS reviews that are performed every one to five years.

**Figure 1. Meat Animal Slaughter Plants in the U.S. (2010)**

**FEDERALLY INSPECTED – 834 plants**  
**STATE INSPECTED BY USDA – 480 plants**  
**STATE INSPECTED BY STATE DEPARTMENTS OF AGRICULTURE – 1,437 plants**

**STATES OPERATING MEAT INSPECTION PROGRAMS**

| Alabama | Illinois | Louisiana | Missouri | Ohio | Texas | West Virginia |
| Arizona | Indiana | Maine | Montana | Oklahoma | Utah | Wisconsin |
| Delaware | Iowa | Minnesota | North Carolina | South Carolina | Vermont | Wyoming |
| Georgia | Kansas | Mississippi | North Dakota | South Dakota | Virginia |

*Excludes small number of plants in Vermont and Maine that are grouped by USDA under “New England” and not reported separately.
1. ARRIVAL AT SLAUGHTER PLANT
Humane regulations apply from the time a truck enters the property of a slaughter establishment. Any animal unable to walk off the truck must be moved on suitable equipment or stunned. Cragging of conscious animals is prohibited.

2. UNLOADING FROM TRUCK
Driving of animals off trucks and down ramps must be done with a minimum of excitement and discomfort. Animals are not to be forced to move faster than a normal walking speed. Ramps should provide good footing so animals do not slip or fall.

3. HANDLING OF DISABLED ANIMALS
Disabled animals must be separated from ambulatory animals and placed in a covered pen sufficient to protect them from any adverse climatic conditions.

4. CONDITION OF HOLDING PENS
Animals must have access to water and, if held over 24 hours, access to feed. Sufficient room must be provided for animals held overnight to lie down. Pens must be kept in good repair and be free from sharp corners that might cause injury or pain to the animals.

5. MOVING TO STUNNING AREA
Electric prods shall be used as little as possible. Pipes, sharp or pointed objects, and other items that would cause injury or pain to the animal are not to be used. Driveways must have slip resistant floors and should be arranged so that sharp corners are minimized.

6. STUNNING
Regardless of the method used—gas, electrical, captive bolt or gunshot—stunning must be applied so that the animal is rendered unconscious on the first attempt and with a minimum of excitement and discomfort.

7. SLAUGHTER
Animals must be unconscious before they are shackled, hoisted, or cut. The animal is to remain in this condition throughout the shackling, sticking, and bleeding process. Any animal showing signs of consciousness must be immediately re-stunned.
ENFORCEMENT UP BUT UNEVEN

Federal and state departments of agriculture may take regulatory actions against an individual slaughter plant because of its inhumane handling or slaughter of animals. Regulatory actions available to agriculture agencies include: 1) the application of "reject tags" (which prevent use of specific equipment or areas of a plant until the deficiency is corrected); 2) issuance of noncompliance records (NR), notices of intended enforcement, and letters of warning; 3) suspension of inspection; and 4) withdrawal of inspection.

Federally inspected plants

For the 10-year period 1998 through 2007, a total of only 71 suspensions were issued to federally inspected plants for violations of humane handling and humane slaughter regulations. In 2008 and 2009 following the Westland-Hallmark incident, however, federal suspensions increased dramatically (Figure 3).
Federal humane slaughter enforcement is conducted by 15 FSIS district offices. The number of slaughter plants each office inspects varies considerably—from approximately 20 to over 100. Two of the offices cover individual states (an office each for California and Texas), while the remainder cover anywhere from 2 to 12 states and territories.

AWI was the first, in its 2008 report, to call attention to the wide disparity in enforcement efforts among federal district offices, an observation mirrored in a March 2010 report by the Government Accountability Office (GAO)—Humane Methods of Slaughter Act: Weaknesses in USDA Enforcement. The rate of plant suspensions varied significantly among districts between 1998 and 2009, as depicted in

**Figure 4. Suspension Rate by Federal District, 1998-2009**

- **Alameda, CA**
- **Denver, CO**
- **Minneapolis, MN**
- **Des Moines, IA**
- **Lawrence, KS**
- **Springdale, AR**
- **Dallas, TX**
- **Madison, WI**
- **Chicago, IL**
- **Philadelphia, PA**
- **Albany, NY**
- **Beltsville, MD**
- **Raleigh, NC**
- **Atlanta, GA**
- **Jackson, MS**

**Suspensions per Plant Inspected**

- 1993-2007
- 2003-2009
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>NONCOMPLIANCE RECORDS</th>
<th>SUSPENSIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** TOTAL **

72 410 4 12

\* State had no licensed meat slaughter plants during the period.

\** State did not respond to request for enforcement records.\n
Figure 4 at left. The Alameda, CA, district had the highest rate of suspensions from 1998 through 2007, while Jackson, MS, (covering Alabama, Mississippi and Tennessee) and Des Moines, IA, (covering Iowa and Nebraska) had the highest rate from 2008 to 2009. The Philadelphia, PA, district (covering Pennsylvania and New Jersey) had the lowest rate of suspensions for the entire 1998-2009 period.
State inspected plants

Research conducted for AWI's 2008 report, which reviewed state enforcement records for the three-year period, 2002 through 2004, documented so few enforcement actions that drawing conclusions was difficult. For those years, a total of only 72 noncompliance records and 4 suspensions were located for all states operating meat inspection programs.

Enforcement increased significantly in many states from 2007 through 2009, with a total of 410 noncompliance records and 12 suspensions documented (Figure 5), increases of 470% and 200%, respectively, compared to the period 2002 through 2004.

Some states take a significantly greater number of enforcement actions than others. Four states reported no noncompliance records for the period 2007-2009, indicating that no humane violations were cited at any of their inspected plants during this period (Figure 5). In addition, two states did not respond to the request for enforcement records, leaving open the possibility that they also have no records for the period. On the other hand, three states provided a relatively large number of records: Wisconsin with 121 noncompliance records and 3 suspensions, Texas with 59 noncompliance records and 2 suspensions, and Ohio with 51 noncompliance records and 0 suspensions (Figure 5).

Because the number of plants inspected varies widely by state, the number of enforcement actions per plant inspected must be calculated in order to compare enforcement rates. Figure 6 identifies South Carolina, Wisconsin, and Wyoming as the states with the highest rate of noncompliance records for humane violations during the period, followed by Texas, West Virginia, and North Carolina.

South Carolina, Wisconsin, and Wyoming had the highest rate of NRs followed by Texas, West Virginia, and North Carolina.
STATE ENFORCEMENT CATCHING UP WITH FEDERAL

The previous section described a dramatic increase in state humane slaughter enforcement between 2002-2004 and 2007-2009. Comparing enforcement at state inspected slaughter plants with enforcement at federally inspected plants is difficult due to differences in the type of facilities inspected and the number of animals killed. Federally inspected plants were issued three times as many noncompliance records and fourteen times as many suspensions as state inspected plants in 2009 (Figure 7); however, far more animals are killed at federal plants, and therefore a higher level of enforcement is to be expected. The rate of suspension (% of noncompliance records that result in suspension) and the amount of time spent on humane activities may be more useful measures of enforcement than the number of NRs or suspensions.

According to the 2010 GAO report, *Humane Methods of Slaughter Act: Weaknesses in USDA Enforcement*, the amount of time spent by FSIS inspectors on humane handling activities at 15 large pig slaughter plants in 2008 varied from 1.8 hours per shift to 9.7 hours per shift. While AWI did not specifically request humane activity hours in its public records requests, three states submitted this data. Georgia and North Carolina reported their inspectors spent 10-12 hours *per month* on humane verification activities (Figure 8). It is impossible to estimate the number of hours spent per shift from this data since many state level plants slaughter animals only a few days each month; however, it is likely that the average amount of time spent is significantly less than 2 hours per slaughter day.

Data supplied by Maine indicated that inspectors in that state spent on average 0.25 hours per slaughter day per plant, and 0.04 hours per animal slaughtered, on humane activities in 2008. In 2009 the average amount of time spent increased to 1.3 hours per day per plant and 0.21 hours per animal slaughtered. It is suspected that the total amount of time spent per plant is higher at federal level plants, given the larger number of animals killed, while the more relevant indicator of time spent per animal may actually be higher at state plants.

**Figure 8. State Humane Activities Tracking**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Non-Vet Hrs</th>
<th>Vet Hrs</th>
<th>Total Hrs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Georgia (4/07-10/09):</td>
<td>10.04</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>10.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina (4/08-10-09):</td>
<td>11.05</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>12.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Average time reported spent per slaughter plant per month on humane activities during the indicated period.*
In its 2008 study, AWI reported on the types of humane violations cited at federally inspected plants (for the period 10/1/02 through 3/31/04) and at state inspected plants (for the period 1/1/02 through 12/31/04), although the small number of state records limited the usefulness of the latter analysis. AWI again analyzed types of noncompliances cited at state inspected plants for the period 2007-2009 and found similarities to the earlier findings for federally inspected plants (Figure 9).

The two main differences between the results for state and federal level plants are that 1) "failure to provide water and/or feed" was cited significantly more often at state inspected plants and 2) "improper handling of disabled animal" was cited more often at federally inspected plants.

Figures 10 and 11 present examples of state humane slaughter and humane handling violations, respectively.

**Figure 9. Types of Violations at State versus Federal Inspected Plants**

- Failure to provide water and/or feed: 44% (federal: 26%)
- Ineffective stunning: 14% (federal: 13%)
- Pens or grounds in disrepair: 12% (federal: 16%)
- Conscious animal on bleed rail: 10% (federal: 15%)
- Excessive force used to drive animals: 6% (federal: 5%)
- Improper handling of disabled animal: 2% (federal: 10%)
- Slippery floor surfaces: 8% (federal: 5%)
- Inadequate space in pens for lying: 3% (federal: 5%)
- Other: 1% (federal: 4%)
**GUNSHOT STUNNING**

"I heard the rifle (22 mag.) go off twice and I heard the hog squeal each time. As I exited the cooler I heard the rifle go off and the hog squealed again. When I got to the stunning area the hog was down but he was not dead. He was shaking his head continually. [Plant personnel] were in the front office trying to reload the gun. By the time they got back to the stunning area the hog had stood up and was pacing back and forth in agony. The stunner ... shot the animal again with the rifle but the shot did not kill him. They returned to the office to get another bullet. By this time the animal is agitated and is trying to get out of the cage. The employees attempted to shoot the animal again outside the knock box area and missed. By this time [plant owner] has arrived and she has a 357 magnum pistol. The animal is shot again with the pistol twice."

"While performing routine slaughter inspections, I observed two different plant employees repeatedly (6-8 times) attempt to stun a 300 pound hog with a 22 rifle. Most of the attempts were made while the animal was still in the knock box, but it did not become insensible until after 2-3 more shots. After a total of at least 10 attempts, the animal was unconscious and able to be shackled and hoisted."

**ELECTRICAL STUNNING**

"Plant employees were stunning pigs using a standard electrical stunning device. They were stunning, hoisting, and then sticking the pigs to bleed out, two pigs at a time. I noticed the pigs were starting to blink their eyes and look around before and/or during the initial sticking. The following two pigs became conscious while being stuck and I then stopped any further kill. [Plant owner] informed plant employee to only do one pig at a time and he felt employee was not moving fast enough to be effective before the pigs were gaining consciousness. [Inspection personnel] and I observed the next pigs being processed. The second pig stunned started blinking and looking around while the shackle was being applied to be hoisted. I also noticed the stunner was not placed on the pig in the recommended area of the head to effectively stun the pig."
CAPTIVE BOLT STUNNING

"This morning at approximately 7:25 AM while on the kill floor observing [plant personnel] stun a Holstein steer I noticed the steer was still alive after being stunned: the eyes blink three or four times. The steer was shackled and hoisted but before sticking and bleeding I told [owner] the steer was still alive and asked [him] to stun it again. He did not do it and I asked him again to stun the steer. He walked over to the steer and severed the spinal cord at the back of the head."

"I was observing the stunning of a calf with a mechanical bolt gun. Calf appeared to be stunned until it was being stuck to bleed out when it let out a beller. It was starting to arch its back and the eyes were moving. I immediately had the employee restun the animal and then proceed to stick it to bleed out. I asked the employee when he cleaned the mechanical bolt gun last and he said 'last month.'"

---

EXCESSIVE USE OF FORCE TO MOVE ANIMALS

"[Inspection personnel] was observing a trailer unload a hog. While observing this procedure, he heard an unusual amount of vocalization from hogs in the chute across the parking lot. While in process of crossing the parking lot that is approximately 25 yards wide he observed the plant employee attempting to move the vocalizing animal with the shaker paddle. When this appeared to not be successful, the plant employee swung the restraining gate and struck the hog [with the gate]."

"A customer arrived on the premises with a young bull. The bull was resistant to come off of the trailer and the plant employee gave the paddle to the customer and told him to unload the animal. During the process, the customer was seen hitting the bull about 5 times in the head with the paddle."

---

Figure 11. Examples of State Humane Handling Violations

(cont. page 12)
EXCESSIVE USE OF FORCE TO MOVE ANIMALS

"During the slaughter of lambs I observed on two separate occasions where a lamb jumped over the stunning chute side and two different employees proceeded in picking up the lamb by the wool on its back and threw it back over the side panel into the stunning chute. Both times the lamb’s legs did not clear the side panel and the lamb landed on its side and/or back."

"At establishment’s livestock unloading area an average size hog was improperly pulled off truck by both ears. The new employee pulled hog approximately 2-3 feet until entering designated pen area. As a result, the hog fell to the ground due to mishandling of livestock."

IMPROPER HANDLING OF SICK, DISABLED ANIMALS

"[Inspection personnel] was leaving the building and observed a truck and trailer arrive and back up the loading ramp. The unloading proceeded uneventfully until the final pig, larger than the others, began to slip on the metal floor. Once the pig began to slip and fall it panicked and struggled from the front to the back of the trailer where it collapsed, exhausted and trembling. The trucker walked over to the pig, now in ventral recumbency, and said, raising the tattoo hammer which he has been using, “You better get up or I will hit you with this hammer!” [Inspection personnel] replied, 'If you do, I will close down this plant!'"

"When arriving I found one employee and owner of the hog unloading the hog. It was shackled and they were beginning to drag it off the trailer. I stopped the shackle and hoist chain was removed and with help the hog slowly walked into the holding pens."

"[Inspection personnel] observed a plant employee repeatedly beating a market hog with a plastic shaker paddle. The hog was recumbent and unable to rise. The hog had injuries or disease to the back legs."

"[I] observed an employee (new) shackling, dragging, and hoisting a live custom hog that was down off the farmer’s trailer to unload as it could not walk."
PLANT SIZE MAKES A DIFFERENCE

Plant size at the federal level is defined as follows:
Very small—Fewer than 10 employees or annual sales of less than $2.5 million
Small—10 to 500 employees
Large—More than 500 employees

Information regarding plant size at the state level is unavailable, and all state inspected plants are generally very small in size. Consequently, enforcement comparisons by size of plant were conducted for federally inspected plants only.

Figure 12 shows that a higher percentage of large than small or very small federal level plants were suspended for humane violations in 2008 and 2009. This higher rate of suspension for larger plants may reflect the fact that a greater number of animals are slaughtered at these establishments, or that more inspectors are present to witness violations. GAO’s 2010 report on humane slaughter reported that in response to hypothetical scenarios, inspectors-in-charge at large plants were more likely than inspectors at very small plants to suspend operations for certain violations, including multiple incorrect electrical stuns, driving animals over top of others, and excessive electrical prodding of animals.

Large federally inspected plants may be suspended for humane violations more frequently than small or very small ones, but they remain shut down for a considerably shorter period of time (Figure 13). In fact, no large plant in the U.S. was suspended for more than a day during 2008-2009. This finding may reflect the fact that large establishments possess greater resources that permit them to respond more quickly to a reported deficiency, or they may exert greater political influence with federal regulators, helping them to get their suspension stayed sooner.

Figure 13. Average Length of Federal Suspensions (2008-2009)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Less than 1 day</th>
<th>1.6 days</th>
<th>3.6 days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LARGE PLANTS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMALL PLANTS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERY SMALL PLANTS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12. Federal Suspensions by Plant Size (2008-2009)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLANT SIZE</th>
<th>PLANTS SUSPENDED</th>
<th>TOTAL # OF PLANTS</th>
<th>% SUSPENDED*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Large</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>39.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Small</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Percent of plants suspended at least once during indicated time period
REPEAT VIOLATORS PRESENT A SERIOUS ENFORCEMENT PROBLEM

AWI's review of humane slaughter enforcement records revealed that repeat violators represent a significant problem at both the federal and state levels.

Federally inspected plants

In its 2008 report, AWI identified several instances of slaughter plants being cited for multiple violations in a relatively short period of time: Tyson Fresh Meat plant in Geneseo, IL, received 10 noncompliance records in a one-year period; Nebraska Beef in Omaha, NE, received 12 noncompliance records in a six-month period; and Shapiro Packing in Augusta, GA, was cited 7 times in ten months. Moreover, a 2004 report by the GAO on federal humane slaughter enforcement (Humane Methods of Slaughter Act: USDA Has Addressed Some Problems but Still Faces Enforcement Challenges) cited one case where an inspector wrote up 16 separate incidents of inhumane handling or slaughter at one federal level plant.

In theory, the economic consequences of a plant suspension, handed out for multiple and/or egregious violations, should serve as a deterrent to future offenses. Unfortunately, that isn’t always the case, perhaps in part because plants are typically shut down for such short periods of time. A number of federal plants have had multiple suspensions for humane violations in the past 3 years. Five plants were suspended at least three times each in 2008, and four others were suspended a minimum of three times each in 2009. In two of the worst examples, A & D Meat Processing of Chapel Hill, TN, was closed down on five occasions for humane violations in 2008 alone, and Robersonville Packing of Robersonville, NC, was suspended a staggering eight times between May 2007 and November 2009.

The enforcement record of Bushway Packing, Grand Isle, VT, with four suspensions for the same problem (improper handling of non-ambulatory animals) within a six-month period, provides a striking illustration of how the current USDA practice of issuing noncompliance records and short-term suspensions is not adequately addressing deficiencies in slaughter plant humane handling practices:

- May 13, 2009—Plant suspended for one day following observation of a non-ambulatory, week-old calf being dragged while conscious.
- June 24, 2009—Plant suspended for one day following observation of an employee picking up a calf and dropping the animal from the upper compartment of a truck to the lower level, landing on his head and side.
- July 1, 2009—Plant suspended for one day following observation of an employee dragging two non-ambulatory, week-old calves down a ramp from the upper deck of a truck.
- October 30, 2009—Plant suspended indefinitely following observation of an employee dragging a non-ambulatory calf by one leg. Employee was seen “excessively and repeatedly” applying an electrical prod to the neck and abdomen of the calf and then placing the animal in a pen occupied by ambulatory animals. Employees had also been observed repeatedly applying an electric prod to another disabled calf in an attempt to force the animal to stand.
State inspected plants

Although state plants are generally issued fewer citations and suspensions than federal plants (perhaps due to the lower number of animals handled), a similar trend with repeat violators has been identified. In analyzing state noncompliance records for 2007-2009 the following examples of repeat violators were uncovered:

- A North Carolina plant was cited 9 times and suspended twice between January 2007 and June 2009.
- An Ohio plant was cited 10 times (but not suspended) between January 2007 and May 2009.
- A Wisconsin plant was cited 34 times and suspended twice between May 2007 and January 2009.

Moreover, in reviewing state enforcement records for 2007-2009, it was noted that the percentage of plants with multiple violations was up over the previously-studied period 2002-2004 (Figure 14).

For 2007-2009, it was noted that the percentage of plants with multiple violations was up.
INADEQUATE HUMANE TRAINING AND EXPERTISE

In its 2010 report, GAO noted that a review of federal noncompliance reports “identified incidents in which inspectors did not suspend plant operations or take regulatory actions when they appeared warranted,” an observation consistent with AWI’s prior review of federal noncompliance records for 2002-2004. In its most recent analysis of state enforcement records, AWI identified numerous incidents in which inspectors appeared uncertain of how to respond to particular humane handling situations and failed to take action beyond writing a noncompliance record. Of particular concern were noncompliance records that involved what FSIS identifies as an “egregious” act. In fact, of 89 incidents that potentially could be classified as egregious, 65 (73%) did not result in application of a reject tag or suspension. Some examples follow.

• In July 2009, a Wyoming meat inspector noted that an animal was still conscious after being cut for bleeding. Instead of instructing the employees to re-stun the hog, the inspector ordered that the animal be re-stuck. No mention was made of taking any regulatory control action other than issuance of a noncompliance report.

• In February 2008, a Wyoming meat inspector observed a steer being shot 6-7 times with a captive bolt gun and the animal being bled while still conscious. The inspector noted that the stunning technique was proper and “either the beef or the gun were faulty.” There was no mention of any regulatory control action being taken.

• In January 2009, a Wisconsin meat inspector observed multiple still-conscious animals being hung and bled. The inspector noted he had a talk with the owner about the problem who said “he would look into it.” No further regulatory control action was noted.

• In November 2007, a Wisconsin meat inspector noted that he was required to order restunning of 10 out of 45 pigs due to the animals resuming consciousness while being bled out. The inspector noted previous NRs for the same problem, but did not note taking any further regulatory control action.

For 2009, only 4% of state humane slaughter NRs resulted in plant suspension vs. 17% of federal NRs (Figure 7).
• In July 2007, a Texas meat inspector observed plant personnel slicing the throat of lambs without first rendering the animals unconscious. (Killing of lambs was not ritual slaughter.) No further regulatory control action was noted.

• In June 2007, an Iowa meat inspector observed an employee shackling, dragging, and hoisting a conscious hog that was non-ambulatory upon arrival at the slaughter plant. No further regulatory control action was taken.

• In May 2008, a North Dakota meat inspector observed that an animal was still conscious and vocalizing when his throat was cut for bleeding. The inspector noted that this occurrence was linked to a previous NR written about nine months before, and that a low number of animals had been slaughtered in the interim. No mention was made of any further regulatory control action.

• In November 2007, a veterinarian working for the Ohio Department of Agriculture heard a steer that had been cut and was hanging on the bleed rail vocalize and saw the animal paddling with front feet and attempting to raise his head. Other than discussing the incident with the plant owner, there is no evidence of further regulatory control action.

After reviewing more than 400 state noncompliance records, AWI concludes that many government inspectors possess inadequate training in humane handling and slaughter and may lack ready access to humane handling expertise. At the federal level, District Veterinary Medical Specialists (DVMSs) are stationed in each district to serve as a liaison between the district office and headquarters on humane matters. Unfortunately, the workload of each of the 15 DVMSs— which includes visiting each meat and poultry plant within the district to perform humane audits, analyzing and summarizing monthly humane activities tracking data, participating in staff training, and conducting verification visits prior to a suspension being lifted—limits the effectiveness of the role.

Because of incomplete record keeping, GAO was unable to determine whether there is a higher rate of enforcement actions on the days that federal DVMSs conduct their humane handling audits. Likewise, AWI was not able to ascertain conclusively whether the presence of state veterinary medical specialists increased enforcement of humane slaughter laws. However, two findings from AWI’s review point in this direction: 1) of the six states with the highest rate of enforcement actions, at least three (North Carolina, Texas, West Virginia) employ veterinary medical specialists that help oversee humane enforcement; and 2) states that are known to employ humane specialists had fewer instances where insufficient action was taken in response to egregious acts.
HUMANE SLAUGHTER REMAINS A LOW PRIORITY RELATIVE TO OTHER FOOD SAFETY ISSUES

As noted earlier, enforcement at state plants, in terms of the number of violations cited and the number of plants suspended, rose significantly in the two years following the Westland-Hallmark case. The increase in noncompliance records suggests an increase in the amount of time state level inspection personnel spent on humane handling and humane slaughter verification. Information regarding all state food safety enforcement actions is not available for that period. Therefore, it is not possible to determine what percentage of food safety efforts at the state level were aimed at humane slaughter enforcement.

At the federal level, both the amount of time spent on humane handling verification procedures and the number of humane handling citations appear to have remained constant following the Westland-Hallmark event. Figure 15 compares the number of verification procedures and noncompliance records for humane handling to the total of all FSIS meat inspection verification procedures and noncompliance records for 2007 (pre-Hallmark) and 2009 (post-Hallmark).

GAO’s 2010 report on federal humane slaughter enforcement noted that for fiscal year 2008, 1.46% of the FSIS annual appropriation for food inspection was devoted to humane handling activities. This is consistent with the finding that for 2009, only 1.5% of all FSIS inspection verification procedures were conducted to verify humane handling (Figure 15).

While the amount of time spent on federal humane handling activities may not have increased post-Hallmark, the response to violations certainly has. Inhumane handling went from being the basis of 18% of all FSIS slaughter plant suspensions in 2007 to 53% of all suspensions in 2009. This increase is likely due, in part, to an emphasis by FSIS headquarters on using plant suspensions to deal with egregious humane handling incidents and, by doing so, hopefully prevent the occurrence of another Westland-Hallmark.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ENFORCEMENT ACTION</th>
<th>2007 “PRE-HALLMARK”</th>
<th>2009 “POST-HALLMARK”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verification Procedures</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noncompliance Records</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant Suspensions</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
<td>53.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Humane slaughter enforcement actions as a percent of all meat inspection actions*
RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on its research into state and federal humane slaughter enforcement, the Animal Welfare Institute offers the following recommendations:

- **FSIS should significantly increase its allocation of resources to humane handling and slaughter activities.**

- **FSIS should continually analyze federal district and state level enforcement activities** in order to ensure more consistent application of the humane slaughter law in plants of all sizes and locations across the country.

- **To address repeat violators and discourage future offenses, FSIS should establish a policy of escalating penalties,** including longer suspension periods and more frequent withdrawal of inspection. FSIS should monitor compliance with the repeat violator policy among states and federal district offices.

- **As a further means of deterrence, FSIS should cooperate with state and local law enforcement agencies in the pursuit of criminal animal cruelty charges for incidents of willful animal abuse.**

- **FSIS and state departments of agriculture should seek to improve the effectiveness of the district or regional veterinary specialist role** and increase funding for this position in order to provide in-plant personnel with greater access to humane slaughter expertise and to increase the frequency of audits – both scheduled and unscheduled – by qualified individuals outside the slaughter plant.

- **FSIS should make slaughter plant inspection records available to the public on its website** to help educate the public regarding humane slaughter practices and encourage compliance by slaughter plants with humane slaughter requirements.
Examples of "Lack of Employee Training in Humane Handling"
(State & Federal Violations)

1. Inspector observed a lamb that appeared not to be moving in one pen. Management determined the animal was dead so put him on a truck for disposal. When inspector observed the animal he saw the lamb was slowly breathing. Later, the inspector walked out to the live animal holding pens and observed an employee dragging a conscious lamb by one hind leg. As he walked further he saw a downed lamb in another pen. An employee went into the pen which caused the other animals to trample the non-ambulatory disabled lamb. (Est. GA246, 4/12/2012)

2. Inspector observed a new employee shackling, dragging, and hoisting a live custom hog to unload the animal from a farmer’s trailer since the animal could not walk. (Est. IA973, 6/18/2007)

3. Inspector found an employee and the owner of a hog unloading the animal. They were beginning to drag the animal off the trailer. Inspector instructed that the shackle and hoist chain be removed and with help the hog slowly walked into the holding pens. (Est. IA973, 10/30/2009)

4. Inspector observed unacceptable handling of a custom hog by owner unloading his animals for slaughter. Owner was repeatedly hitting the animals and was dragging the last animal off the trailer by his ears. (Est. IA728, 6/2/2010)

5. A beef steer was presented for slaughter. Inspector was informed that the animal would not go up the ramp to the plant’s holding pens and that ante-mortem inspection would need to take place on the trailer. The animal would not walk. Inspector informed workers that the animal was suspect. Upon his return to the slaughter floor he heard the steer vocalizing and observed a chain around his head. The steer had gone down, and the butchers were starting to hoist the conscious animal onto the slaughter floor. (Est. IA632, 10/27/2011)

6. A custom hog arrived for slaughter. The trailer was 2 feet higher than the unloading ramp. An employee first pulled the hog by his ears until stopped. After the hog was on the ramp, the worker kicked the animal to get him to the pen. (Est. IA973, 4/23/2012)

7. Inspector observed excessive use of an electric prod. More than 25% of hogs were shocked while being moved up the alleyway to the stunning area. (Est. IL192, 9/13/2011)

8. A steer with a broken leg was dragged into a pen. (Est. IL57, 1/10/2012)

9. The inspector in charge walked into the holding pen area to find a downed cow. The owner was using a prod to prompt the cow to stand. Excessive use of the prod was noted by the inspector. Once the inspector instructed staff to discontinue use of prod, a bobcat and length of material tied around the cow’s left foreleg were used to drag the cow outside of the building. (Est. MN225, 7/8/2008)

10. At establishment’s livestock unloading area an average size hog was improperly pulled off a truck by both ears. The new employee pulled hog approximately 2-3 feet until entering the designated pen...
11. Two pigs were observed being unloaded, and one of the pigs’ left hind leg dropped through a gap between the ramp and the trailer, causing the pig to fall and become wedged into the gap. The person who had brought the pigs had backed up to the ramp unevenly which left an opening three to four inches between the ramp-truck interface. When the plant employee came out to unload the pigs, he did not check to see if the ramp was flush with the trailer before unloading. After the pigs were unloaded the plant employee was informed that the animals could not be unloaded from this ramp if there is a gap between the trailer and the ramp. Later when the inspector was leaving the building he observed a truck and trailer arrive and back up the loading ramp. Plant employee came out of the live animal area to monitor to assist with the subsequent unloading. The unloading proceeded uneventfully until the final pig, larger than the others, began to slip on the metal floor. Once the pig began to slip and fall he panicked and struggled until he collapsed, exhausted and trembling. The trucker walked over to the pig, now in ventral recumbency, and raising the tattoo hammer said, "You better get up or I will hit you with this hammer!” Inspector replied, "If you do, I will close down this plant!” Inspector asked if there was something that could be spread on the trailer floor. Plant personnel brought a bag of Dri-lite which was spread on the floor. Using a cut board and a rattle, the pig was persuaded to rise, leave the trailer and enter the barn. (Est. NC163, 10/10/2007)

12. Inspector was observing the unloading of a hog. While observing this procedure, he heard an unusual amount of vocalization from hogs in the chute across the parking lot. He observed plant employee attempting to move the vocalizing animal with the shaker paddle. When this appeared to not be successful, the plant employee swung the restraining gate and struck the hog. (Est. NC163, 6/9/2009)

13. While observing sows being unloaded the following was observed: Truck driver offloading animals was using more force than necessary with the paddle. He struck a non-cooperative sow on the truck an excessive number of times with great force. Driver had lost all patience with animal. (Est. NC37, 8/20/2009)

14. Inspector observed an establishment employee inexperienced with handling animals attempt to cut out one mature sow from a group of 3 in a pen. The employee was shouting and chasing the sows causing them to run around and around the pen. He sometimes slapped the sows on the back with the side of the electric prod even when the animals were moving forward. (Est. NC265, 5/26/2011)

15. Inspector observed an inmate with an electric type prod herding hogs off a trailer. Hogs were bunching up in the tail end of the trailer and on the movable ramp. These hogs were squealing quite loudly; some had legs protruding out of this ramp because they had ended up on top of another hog. No one was down at the bottom of the ramp to ensure that these hogs kept moving and hogs on the trailer were in a hurry to get off. Last week inspector had been notified of a hog with a broken rear leg. Other incidents resulting in broken bones have occurred due to improper handling. (Est. OH2005, 7/2/2007)

16. Inspector observed that excessive force was being used on goats as they were being brought from the holding pens to the knock box. The animals were bulking and lying down in the aisle way. The plant employee was using a wooden cane to strike the goats around the horns and trying to put an
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>While offloading market swine from a delivery trailer, livestock delivery personnel were attempting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>to offload too quickly resulting in 2 pigs falling off the side of the ramp. Unloading was halted, and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>livestock delivery personnel were counseled on the proper procedures for unloading livestock. (Est.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SC46, 5/13/2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>Inspector observed a plant employee repeatedly beating a market hog with a plastic shaker paddle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The hog was recumbent and unable to rise. The hog had injuries or disease to the back legs. (Est.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SC6, 7/16/2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>Inspector observed plant employee using electric prod excessively. (Est. SD107, 1/18/2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>Inspector observed plant personnel using prod excessively to unload bison. (Est. SD107, 6/8/2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>Inspecting personnel observed plant employees dragging a conscious cow with a hoist. (Est. TX546,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8/10/2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>Inspector observed an excessive number of hogs being presented to the stunner at the end of the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>restraint chute. As a result, the stunner was using the stunning wand inappropriately to control the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hogs and therefore not achieving an appropriate stun when the wand contacted the hog. The hogs were</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>receiving an abbreviated stun time as compared to normal establishment stunning procedures. The</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>condition was created and exacerbated by the person driving the hogs to the restraint chute too</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rapidly and potentially through inappropriate use of a “hot shot”. (Est. TX524, 3/27/2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>While the inspector was performing ante-mortem inspection on arriving livestock, a plant employee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>was observed using an electric prod on a steer to move the animal from one pen to another. Inspector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>noticed that employee did not appear to attempt to move the animal prior to the “hot shot” use. (Est.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TX613, 6/4/2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>While performing an in-depth review, the inspector in charge saw that a slaughter employee had a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>heifer backwards in the alleyway leading to the knock box. The employee was attempting to make</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the animal back up into the kill box and was using the hot shot excessively and causing the heifer to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>become excited and fall down. (Est. TX720, 7/6/2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>It was observed by a circuit supervisor that cattle were being unloaded from a trailer with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>inappropriate, excessive use of a cattle prod creating unnecessary excitement and stress on the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>animals. (Est. TX98, 7/14/2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>While walking to the holding pens the inspector noticed a steer being unloaded. He observed the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>animal slipping and falling twice during his 80 foot walk to the holding pens. Arriving at the trailer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the inspector noticed the steer bleeding from his lower lip and also noticed the animal was short of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>breath and very stressed. Inspector asked the plant employee what was going on and was told that the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>steer did not want to get off the trailer. Inspector told him that since enough time had elapsed for the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>animal to be rested and less stressed that he could go ahead and try a new procedure. He attempted to</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
27. Inspector witnessed a plant employee excessively using a hot shot on a down cow. (Est. TX720, 9/8/2010)

28. As 2 beef cattle were exiting the unloading dock area to the holding pens, one plant employee used the gate as a shield wedging the head and body of one animal between the wall and gate to prevent the other animal from entering. A second employee at the end of the alley way at pen 5 was also observed using the holding pen gate as a shield, wedging the animal's head and body between the gate and wood post. (Est. TX98, 1/25/2012)

29. During the slaughter of lambs the inspector observed two separate occasions where a lamb jumped over the stunning chute side and employees proceeded in picking up the lamb by the wool on his back and threw him back over the side panel into the stunning chute. Both times the lamb's legs did not clear the side panel and the lamb landed on his side and/or back. (Est. WI167, 7/25/2007)

30. Inspector observed excessive number of hogs being put in the kill floor holding pen, and excessive use of electric prod while moving the hogs. (Est. WI111, 8/28/2007)

31. Inspector observed an employee dragging a pig that was suspect into the stunning chute with a rope around his neck. During AM inspection the pig was unable to rise onto his back legs. (Est. WI167, 11/19/2007)

32. While performing inspection duties an inspector observed a rope placed around the neck of 6 cattle that were being driven from the holding area to the knock box. This system creates the potential for choking of animals. (Est. WI82, 12/6/2007)

33. Inspector was handling a suspect animal (hog) retained for further disposition. He cleared the animal for slaughter. He also reviewed with an employee the proper way to move disabled livestock to the knocking box. Another employee went to retrieve the animal to be stunned and stuck. While performing other inspection duties, the inspector heard loud squealing coming from the pen area and when he went to investigate witnessed an employee pulling on the animal's appendages (arms and ears) in an attempt to transport him. (Est. WI167, 1/26/2009)

34. While performing slaughter inspection, inspector observed an employee chasing pigs from the holding pens to the kill chute by striking them repeatedly with a fork handle. He continued striking them until he broke the handle. When the hides were removed bruise marks were visible. (Est. WI14, 3/3/2009)

35. Inspector observed excessive use of pipes and sticks to move hogs to the knocking box. (Est. WI126, 11/4/09)

36. During slaughter inspection the inspector observed bruise marks on the hog carcasses. The marks
appeared to have been made with the stick used to drive pigs into the kill chute. Of the 18 pigs
slaughtered, 11 had bruise marks on their carcasses, across the back area. (Est. WI4, 10/5/2010)

37. Several large hogs were presented for slaughter. During the slaughter process an employee used a
large meat hook and inserted it into the mouth of one of the hog to pull him into the knock box.
Inspector verbally stopped the event and asked that the animal be put down at once. Later in the
slaughter process an employee was out in the hallway moving this group of hogs and the inspector
heard the animals squealing loudly. Moving to observe them, he saw a new employee was beating
the hogs on the back with a plastic pipe. (Est. WI122, 11/18/2010)

38. Inspector observed an establishment employee use aggressive behavior and agitation on a pig before
stunning. (Est. WI251, 3/23/2011)

39. The Line Supervisor was seen running alongside the snake and yelling at cattle inside the snake. The
B-shift Yards Supervisor was also running and yelling along the catwalk at the funnel area. He was
crowding cattle into the snake, and was seen to pick up an electric prod and touch the last animal
with it multiple times. At the same time an animal was observed further up the snake jumping on the
back of another due to the crowding. (Est. M278, 2/15/2007)

40. A downed cow was in the alley and employees proceeded to move other ambulatory cattle over the
animal. (Est. M2460, 8/15/2007)

41. A plant employee was observed driving cattle into the kill alley from the small holding pens just
outside the entrance of the kill alley. The employee was prodding and jabbing each and every animal
with an electric prod repeatedly and excessively without using any other devices to get the animals to
move into the kill alley. (Est. M245D, 8/17/2007)

42. An employee was seen trying to move an immobilized pig with a skid loader, at one point even
picking the animal halfway up and dropping him. (Est. M3W, 2/5/2008)

43. The employee driving cattle into the restrainer used her electric prod on 20 of the 20 animals that
passed her position. The employee was not making any attempt to drive the animals without the use
of the electric prod. Once the employee became aware of the inspector’s presence she began driving
the animals with the use of her pom-pom and needed to use the electric prod on only 3 of the next 20
animals that passed her position. (Est. M208A, 2/21/2008)

44. A plant employee was observed to have used the electric prod 4 times on one animal while driving
him into the knock box. (Est. M357, 3/6/2008)

45. Cattle were observed in pens without bedding and with slippery surface. Despite warnings that cattle
would slip, employees proceeded to run cattle through the pens and the animals slipped and/or fell.
(Est. M17690, 3/7/2008)

46. Inspection personnel were observing animal handling in the area of the round pens leading to the
stunning chutes. Inspector observed excessive use of the rattle paddles in the area of the round pens
and in the chutes leading to the stunners. (Est. M3W, 4/3/2008)

47. A female black Angus was excited and nervous and did not enter into the alley. The driver used a plastic rattle and the electric prod (once) to make her go into the alley. Later, a barn employee came with his whip and touched the back of the animal with the string of his whip in order to make the animal move into the alley, causing her to become more excited. The employee also used the electric prod during this period. After another use of the electric prod, another attempt in combination with the whip was used. Thus, the electric prod was used 4 times on the animal, causing nervousness and excitement before slaughter. (Est. M357, 4/23/2008)

48. Inspector observed a truck of hogs being unloaded in alley 5. Hogs were vocalizing loudly. The trucker who was handling the hogs to move them off the truck had both a rattle paddle and a battery operated electrical prod in his hand. Inspector observed excessive use of the electric prod as the trucker moved approximately 10 hogs off the truck. Approximately 45 minutes later in the stick area inspector observed excessive use of the rattle paddle by the employees handling hogs in the circle pens as well as employees in areas of driving hogs up to the circle pens. (Est. M3W, 6/19/2008)

49. A large group of pigs was being moved, seemingly too large to be moved as one large group, by driving from the back of the group. (The ante-mortem card indicated 332 pigs in the pen.) Pigs at the back of the group had little space to move forward or backwards, and could not reasonably be expected to move ahead quietly without being excited by the noise of the rattle paddle striking the wall. (Est. M3W, 7/7/2008)

50. An employee was seen beating his rattle paddle forcefully against the wall of the pen while excited pigs flipped about in excitement. The temperature in the pen was near 90 degrees. (Est. M3W, 7/7/2008)

51. An employee directly behind the knock box was seen using the electric prod on every animal (about 15-20 cows) poking them 1-3 times and prodding some of them when the knock box door was shut. Approx. 10 minutes after observation began the employee noticed the inspector watching, put down the electric prod and started using the paddle. (Est. M357, 7/9/2008)

52. While on night yard supervision the inspector saw a pig walk out through an open overhead door. The pig had apparently been skipped during stunning. A few minutes later the inspector went outside a second time to find the pig being chased by an employee in the skid loader. The animal was openmouth breathing from exertion. (Est. M3W, 7/14/2008)

53. A driver was observed using a plastic rattle paddle while moving pigs, excessively hitting them on the back. Moments later another pig was struck in the neck by a gate that had been swung open by an employee. The truck driver also struck a slow moving animal to get him moving and when the animal turned a corner his front legs collapsed and was seen panting heavily. (Est. M3W, 9/4/2008)

54. A truck driver was seen to be walking over top of 3 pigs during the unloading process. (Est. M244L, 2/3/2009)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>55.</th>
<th>Inspection personnel observed an employee pick up a veal calf and drop him from the upper compartment of a truck. (Est. M571, 6/24/2009)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>56.</td>
<td>An inspector observed a driver drag 2 non-ambulatory calves down a ramp from the upper deck of a truck. (Est. M571, 7/1/2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57.</td>
<td>An employee was seen energizing an electric prod on a cow's back multiple times, in an effort to drive her into the single file. In response to this, the cow bellowed loudly, and ran into the single file entrance. The other cows in the crowd pen began to follow her into the single file, many at almost a running pace. At this time, the establishment employee energized the prod at least twice, sometimes 3 times, on each of the next 4 cows as they were entering the single file. (Est. M1085, 8/14/2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58.</td>
<td>Inspection personnel observed video taken at an establishment which showed inhumane handling practices. In one instance, an employee was observed to be dragging a non-ambulatory calf by one leg in the pen area. He excessively and repeatedly applied an electrically charged hot shot to the neck and abdomen of the animal. He pushed a knee into the calf and pushed the downed animal along the floor of the pen with the hot shot. He then placed the downed calf into a pen that contained ambulatory animals. In another incident, an employee in the truck unloading area repeatedly attempted to get a brown and white non-ambulatory disabled calf to stand. A hot shot was delivered to the neck area of the animal causing him to bellow. The animal was being aggressively picked up in an attempt to make him stand. The animal stumbled and violently slammed into the wall. Employee again attempted to make the animal stand by aggressively picking him up from the hindquarters. (Est. M571, 10/30/2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59.</td>
<td>An employee was seen repeatedly hitting a pig with a barrel lid. The animal was sitting upright but unable to stand on his back legs. The animal squealed each time he was hit with the lid. When the animal finally reached the top of the loading ramp an employee kicked him, causing a loud squeal, and the animal slid halfway down the ramp, approximately 7 feet. (Est. M22064, 11/9/2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60.</td>
<td>Pigs were wedged together at entrance of the unloading ramp. An employee was observing using paddle excessively to try and move the animals along. (Est. M13597, 6/16/2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61.</td>
<td>In a group pen inspector witnessed the establishment employee who herds the animals into the chute repeatedly using a battery-powered electric prod on a cow that was down. Inspector saw the prod applied at least 3 times, pressed into the animal’s rump. The animal was vocalizing loudly, and making no attempt to rise. (Est. M7209A, 2/3/2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62.</td>
<td>A driver was handling lambs in a very rough manner while unloading them. The driver was kicking lambs, yelling and slamming a gate open which caused fright and excitement among the lambs. The driver even took hold of the wool near the top of the neck and aggressively jerked at least twice, even gripping the ear and violently propelling the animal past him. (Est. M5883, 2/14/2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63.</td>
<td>An electric prod was applied to the prolapsed rectum of a non-ambulatory pig for about 10 seconds. (Est. M31559, 3/28/2012)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
64. A bison bull was not entering the restrainer, and the handler was using a shaker paddle without success as the bison stood in one place without reacting. The handler then picked up the electric prod and used it along the back 2-3 times. The animal kicked and backed up against the door. The handler then used the electric prod on the animal multiple times along the back, approximately 10 times, quickly. A second bull was brought in to “push” the first into the restrainer. As the second bison placed his head on the first bison’s rump, the first bison sat down. After checking the electric prod on the chute bars and producing a blue arch, the handler brought back the prod and hit the animal 6 times in rapid succession. (Est. M18859, 4/3/2012)

65. An inspector observed a plant employee kick a cow moving in the alleyway, and allow 2 prone cows to be stepped on by other cows exiting the trailer. (Est. 39907, 5/4/2012)

66. Extremely rough unloading of animals observed: pigs began piling up during unloading process and the driver began hitting them violently with his sorting paddle. The pigs were panicking, screaming and climbing over the backs of other animals, causing one animal to flip and fall over and down onto a metal floor. The driver went on to jab and stick pigs in the eyes, face and ears. (Est. M717, 5/17/2012)

67. Inspector observed that a hog had entered the alley leading to the stunner backwards while additional animals continued to enter facing forwards. An employee placed an electric prod between the eyes of a forward facing animal to get him to back up. The same employee placed the electric prod under the tail (genital area) of the animal that was backward in the alley. (Est. M818, 8/6/2012)

68. At least 4 incidents of inhumane handling of animals was gathered through undercover video footage: pulling a downed cow by the tail; repeated electric prod usage on the face of an animal; repeated electric prod usage on a recumbent cow; and repeated electric prod usage (including on animal's neck) on a down cow in a trailer. (Est. M6063A, 8/19/2012)

69. Inspector heard a great deal of commotion coming from the stockyards area and noted a person unloading a trailer. The individual opened the gate and started unloading the pigs from the nose. There was a lot of yelling, vocalization and excessive use of the rattle paddle. Inspector noted that 2 out of 3 hits landed on the back of the hogs. As the pigs approached the ramp they appeared to balk and stopped moving, at which point the operator escalated the use of the rattle paddle with all the hits landing on the backs of the hogs. He then started swearing and choked down on the rattle paddle with both hands so that he could make a complete swing and repeatedly (15 to 20) times hit the back of the hog directly in front of him. This was an overhead chopping action with as much force as the operator could muster. (Est. M17D, 9/8/2012)

70. Inspector observed an employee prod a cow continuously with an electric prod while trying to move the animal into the bleeding cradle from the ante-mortem pens. (Est. M4928, 10/24/2012)
### Examples of “Use of Improper Stunning Device”

#### (State & Federal Violations)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>While observing stunning of sows, inspector witnessed plant employee shoot a sow with a .22 rifle which did not render unconsciousness. Employee then had to shoot again to render stunning effectiveness. (Est. GA87, 4/18/2007)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The second pig killed this day was not rendered unconscious the first time it was shot with the .22 rifle and was immediately shot a second time. The second shot did render the animal unconscious. (Est. GA166, 5/14/2007)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The fourth hog of the day was presented for inspection. The establishment uses a .22 rifle to render the animals unconscious. The hog was not rendered unconscious after two shots. Plant employee then switched to a captive bolt stunner and tried to render the hog unconscious two times with it. The hog was not rendered unconscious by either attempt with the captive bolt. No other stunning method was available. After two more attempts with the rifle the hog was rendered unconscious. The establishment’s immediate corrective action was to borrow a .22 magnum to complete the day’s slaughter. (Est. IA554, 3/28/2012)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Inspector observed that a hog was not stunned with one shot. Owner retrieved a captive bolt that didn’t work either, so he went back to the .22 rifle to render the hog unconscious. The owner said he would buy a new .22 rifle or .22 magnum. (Est. IA554, 3/30/2012)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Plant employee attempted to stun a hog with .22 rifle/long rifle bullet. The bullet appeared to strike the animal in the proper location, but the animal was not stunned. Another try failed also. Plant employee then switched to .22 magnum and successfully stunned the hog. (Est. IA653, 5/4/2012)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Plant employee took aim at a custom hog with a rifle to stun animal. Two shots were not effective, after which the employee switched to a larger caliber rifle and dispatched the hog with one shot. (Est. IA653, 6/12/2012)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>During inspection, the inspector witnessed the slaughter of Cow 1, which was shot 7-8 times in the knock box before being effectively stunned. Cow 2 was shot in the knock box before a rejection tag could be placed on the knock box. (Est. IL – no number given – 2/19/2008)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Stunner was unable to render a hog unconscious with 3 gunshot attempts. He was instructed to use a heavier load round which was successful. All 4 shots penetrated the skull in the correct location. (Est. IL145, 3/8/2010)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3 hogs were not rendered unconscious with the first shot. After this the owner decided to use a different firearm and ammunition, which was successful in stunning the remainder of the animals. (Est. IL171, 8/19/2010)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Inspector observed a plant employee fire a .22 shot at a hog. The hog squealed, dropped, and then</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
stood back up. Employee reloaded the rifle and fired a second shot, knocking the hog senseless. Employee had switched from a captive bolt stunner to the rifle because the captive bolt stunner had jammed and would not fire. Manager set out the magnum to be used with the next hog. He said he believed he could knock the hog with the .22. He said he was not comfortable using the electric stunner given how much metal was in the knocking pen. Employee successfully knocked the next hog with the .22. But later the inspector observed an employee fire a .22 at a hog, and the animal was not rendered insensible. (Est. ME1, 5/29/2012)

11. On the slaughter floor an inspector was verifying the stunning procedures by the establishment. They used a .22 caliber rifle to stun a steer. The steer had to be re-stunned again before dressing procedures could start since bullet did not render the animal insensible. The steer was still standing, showing no effects of being stunned. Delivery of another bullet did render the steer insensible and insensibility was still present when the steer was hoisted. (Est. MO153, 6/10/2009)

12. Inspector was in the cooler as the employees were preparing to stun a custom hog of about 400 lbs. He heard the rifle (.22 magnum bolt action) go off 3 times and heard the hog squeal each time. When the inspector arrived at the stunning area the hog was down but was not dead. The employee shot the animal again with the rifle but the shot did not kill him. Eventually the owner arrived and shot the hog twice with a .357 magnum pistol. At this time the animal is finally rendered unconscious. (Est. NC163, 3/17/2008)

13. An attempt was made to stun a large sow standing quietly in the stunning pen. A .22 magnum round was used. The stunning operator observed that the sow was not stunned, though wounded, and fired a second round. The stunning operator stated that the sow was not stunned. Inspector asked the stunning operator if he knew what to do. He replied that he did not. Inspector said that a larger caliber firearm or some other method was needed to adequately stun the sow. (Est. NC265, 5/26/2011)

14. A heifer was in the knock box and was very calm with little movement. Plant employee proceeded to discharge a .22 caliber rifle into the center of the cow’s forehead. The cow did not go down. A second shot from the .22 rifle was discharged into the forehead. The cow, once again, did not go down. Both shots to the forehead did not penetrate the skull and one of the bullets was found lying on the floor near the viscera table. The owner arrived and said that the employee was not utilizing the correct bullets. The bullets being used were the .22 long rifle 36 grain hollow point copper-plated, which is designed for small vermin and small game. The owner proceeded to bring the solid-head bullets over and administered the 3rd shot to the forehead of the heifer. The heifer immediately went down. (Est. NC318, 2/2/2012)

15. During ante-mortem inspection, the inspector noticed a very large bull and asked the kill floor personnel if the .22 caliber rifle would be sufficient to knock the animal in one shot. The employees stated that it would. The bull was brought into the knock box and was shot with a .22 caliber rifle 2 times before he fell. The inspector heard the bull breathing and kept track of each time that the plant employee fired. The bull was close to 2,000 lbs and fell in such a way that the gate on the knock box would not open. The animal’s head was against the knock box, so the shots were not optimal. After
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16. While performing kill floor duties, the inspector observed an employee shoot a market hog with a .22 caliber rifle. The employee required at least 7 shots in order to render the hog unconscious. (Est. OH130, 8/15/2008)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Inspector noted that it took plant personnel 8 shots with a .22 rifle to bring a bull into a state of unconsciousness. (Est. OH36, 1/22/2010)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Stunning operator shot a large bull several times before the bull was rendered unconscious. The owner was instructed to have a larger caliber firearm on premises to stun larger animals. (Est. OH183, 7/6/2010)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. A large 800 lb barrow hog was brought into the knock box for stunning. Plant decided to use a .22 rifle for stunning instead of their normal electric stunner. While outside the inspector heard 3 shots. Plant employee came out and said that he fired two shots with a .22 caliber rifle and used a captive bolt once on the pig’s head, but that the pig was still standing. Inspector asked him if he had a bigger caliber gun available. He replied that he could get one quick from in town (approximately 2 miles) and immediately left. Employee brought a .25 caliber rifle and the pig was shot and went unconscious. Plant was not properly equipped to handle such a large animal. (Est. WI110, 9/23/2010)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. While doing slaughter of a bull, it took 4 shots from a .22 rifle to kill the animal. Inspector informed employee that he needs to have a larger firearm on hand to effectively knock larger animals to prevent this from happening again. (Est. WI183, 5/10/2011)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. A steer greater than 30 months of age was observed being shot with a .22 caliber discharge at point blank range into the head 4 times until the animal was rendered unconscious. The operator was using a standard .22 caliber rifle for the first two shots and then reverted to a magnum .22 rifle for the remaining two. From that point forward animals were rendered correctly utilizing the magnum rifle vs. the standard .22 caliber. (Est. WI3, 1/11/2012)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. It took 4 shots to efficiently kill a large steer on the kill floor. Inspector immediately stopped slaughter, and the plant went and got a bigger rifle to finish the slaughter. (Est. WI243, 1/30/2012)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. While performing routine slaughter inspections, inspector observed two different plant employees repeatedly (6-8 times) attempt to stun a 300 pound hog with a .22 rifle. After a total of at least 10 attempts, the animal was unconscious and able to be shackled and hoisted. (Est. WV31, 9/11/2007)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. A very large mature Angus cross bull (more than 1900 lbs) needed to be shot 3 times in order to render the animal insensible due to the use of an inadequate weapon. A .38 caliber was used as opposed to the .357 magnum revolver normally used for large bulls at this plant (which was off site</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>A failure to stun incident occurred involving a very large mature Angus cross bull. The animal remained standing and was not rendered insensible after the firearm was discharged. A second stun was administered and was successful in rendering the animal insensible. (Est. M19924, 4/17/2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>A large Duroc cross pig (dressed wt: 280 lbs) was shot 3 times before being rendered insensible. The shots were accurately placed and the weapon was appropriate but the .22 caliber high velocity, copper-coated, hollow-pointed ammunition was not. After the first shot the pig was dazed, did not vocalize, and showed no signs of discomfort. The animal remained standing quietly in the hog restraining box with normal head movements. The operator then administered a second stun that was also ineffective, followed immediately by a third stun that was finally effective. (Est. M19924, 6/27/2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>A bull needed to be shot in the head 3 times before being rendered unconscious. After being shot in the forehead once the animal sat down and turned his head away from the operator as they were performing the stunning operation. The animal was shot again in the back of the head and dropped to the floor. The animal continued making sounds and finally a .410 shotgun was retrieved and used to render the animal insensible. It was then revealed that a short time before this incident a pig was brought to the stunning chamber and shot in the forehead by the employee, but remained standing. The animal was then shot behind one ear and still remained standing. Finally a .22 magnum rifle was retrieved and used to render the animal unconscious. (Est. M21585, 1/28/2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>After 10 shots with a .38 caliber pistol a yak had still not been rendered insensible. An employee then went to retrieve a .223 caliber rifle, which rendered the animal insensible. (Est. M7748, 3/1/2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.</td>
<td>A pig was shot twice with a captive bolt. The first shot did not produce much effect but left the animal sensible and injured while the second shot became stuck in the animal's forehead. A firearm was then brought and the animal was shot twice before being rendered insensible. The first ineffective shot was with a .22 caliber and was not properly placed, while the second shot with a .30-.06 rifle was the only one to enter the cranial cavity. (Est. M4499, 3/15/2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.</td>
<td>Two gunshots were heard, about 20 seconds apart, followed by a third shot about a minute later. The stunner used a .45 caliber pistol with 230 grain soft lead .45 bullets for the first two shots and a .30-.30 shotgun for the third. The skinned head revealed a 2 inch diameter hole slightly left of center and providing a view directly into the braincase (.30-.30 shotgun). Just below that hole and central was a ½ inch hole (one of the .45 caliber guns). The other hole was not identifiable, but could have been obliterated by the 30-.30 shot. (Est. M7644, 4/18/2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.</td>
<td>Two attempts were made to stun a sow with a .22 magnum firearm, which was the wrong caliber for the animal. Finally an employee ran to retrieve a handheld captive bolt (loaded with a heavy &quot;bull&quot; charge) to render the animal unconscious. (Est. M10147, 4/24/2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.</td>
<td>The establishment knocker, new to the position, shot an adult black bull using .22 magnum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ammunition, but the animal remained standing. The same result was seen after a second shot with the .22 magnum. The employee was then instructed to use the .30-30, available in the room, as a backup gun. After the .30-30 was used, the bull slumped down on his belly but was holding his head off the floor, bobbing. A fourth shot (again with the .30-30) was finally effective in rendering the animal insensible. (Est. M7644, 5/30/2012)
Examples of “Improper Shot Placement and/or Inadequate Restraint”
(State & Federal Violations)

1. During stunning of a hog, the first attempt did not produce immediate unconsciousness in the animal due to movement of the head. (Est. GA166, 4/9/2012)

2. The establishment employee shot the steer. The shot did not render the animal unconscious. Employee immediately shot the steer a second time. This shot rendered the animal unconscious. Owner said he will re-train the employee in proper shot placement. (Est. IA554, 1/24/2012)

3. As shooter was ready to stun the hog, the hog turned his head and the bullet did not contact animal enough to stun properly. The owner immediately took action to re-stun the hog and the animal was stunned properly. (Est. IA1138, 5/8/2012)

4. An attempt to render a hog unconscious failed on the first attempt. There were 2 hogs in the pen. (Est. IL53, 10/25/2010)

5. 2 hogs needed to be shot twice to render them unconscious. The first appeared to be shot a little high on the head. (Est. IL53, 12/10/2010)

6. 3-5 animals are being placed in the stunning area at one time and then stunned one after the other. Size of the stunning area is so big it allows livestock to move around freely. (Est. IL213, 12/28/2010)

7. I observed 3 pigs regain consciousness while being stuck. Also observed several pigs lying in the stunning area. This contradicts plant procedures of using a temporary gate to create a smaller stun box and limit animal movements. (Est. IL60, 2/10/2011)

8. Second stun required when the animal moved suddenly at the last possible moment on the first try. (Est. IL118, 11/1/2011)

9. While performing slaughter operations the inspector observed plant personnel shoot 3 pigs, out of the 13 pigs slaughtered, 2 or more times with the 22 mag. An employee shot the first pig 3 times, and slaughter was halted while a manager discussed the proper place to shoot pigs with the worker. Slaughter was stopped a second time after the next pig was shot twice while the manager again showed the worker the proper place to shoot pigs. A third pig was not stunned properly, and slaughter was halted again. Once again, manager showed the employee how to place the shot. (Est. KS125, 10/30/2008)

10. Inspector observed one of the employees not properly stun a black heifer on the first shot. A second gunshot had to be administered to render the animal unconscious prior to being shackled or hoisted. Proper target and alignment was reviewed with employee. (Est. KS461, 1/30/2012)

11. A plant employee was unable to render the second steer unconscious with the first gunshot. He was able to render the animal unconscious for the bleeding process with the second shot. It took several minutes before he was able to get an accurate shot as the animal became very aggressive after the
12. The knocker, without applying any form of head restraint, "followed the animal's head around" with a captive bolt revolver until a shot was fired. After stunning the animal with the captive bolt, the animal appeared to be rendered unconscious. During the sticking/bleeding process the animal appeared to regain awareness, showing signs of eye blinking, breathing, vocalizing and arching head in an upward position. Due to the violent thrashing of the animal the kill floor employee was unable to re-stun the animal and the animal expired after 5 to 7 minutes of bleeding, showing signs of consciousness until death occurred. (Est. ME4, 3/13/2012)

13. The worker fired the captive bolt stunner and dropped the steer, but did not render the animal senseless. He immediately fired a second shot and the steer was rendered senseless. He said he believed there was just enough movement of the head when he fired the first shot to make the shot ineffective. (Est. ME72, 3/23/2012)

14. During slaughter an employee attempted to stun a hog using a captive bolt. The hog moved while the employee was attempting to stun the animal and the animal sustained a non-fatal injury, but remained conscious and bleeding (briefly vocalizing). The employee re-loaded the captive bolt and attempted to stun the animal a second time, and the animal vocalized for a brief amount of time and continued to bleed, but remained conscious. The employee reloaded the captive bolt and attempted to stun the hog for the third time. The captive bolt misfired and the animal was not injured further, but was still bleeding from the previous attempts. (Est. MN – no number given – 8/11/2010)

15. A plant employee attempted to stun a hog using a hand held captive bolt stunner. As the employee struck the head of the hog the captive bolt did not activate. This caused undue stress on the animal, who vocalized as a result. The plant manager then attempted to stun using a firearm. This proved to be unacceptable because the animal was not restrained well enough to prevent him from becoming excited and vocalizing prior to being stunned. (Est. NC247, 4/18/2007)

16. I observed the stunner using the captive bolt gun on an extremely large boar. The shot penetrated the animal but failed to produce immediate unconsciousness, so the stunner went into an adjacent room and retrieved a rifle. He came back to the stunning area and made another attempt to shoot the boar. He grazed the animal with a second shot, and the animal squealed. The stunner then went back into the office to get another shell for the rifle. Once he returned he went over to the left side of the knock box at which he could not get a clear shot, so he went over to the right side of the knock box to see if he could get a clearer shot. He was not satisfied with that, so he returned back to the left side of the knock box before successfully stunning the animal. (Est. NC163, 7/25/2007)

17. A .22 caliber rifle was used to stun the animal. Upon firing, the animal immediately fell to the ground. Approx. 10 seconds later, the animal raised back up and was once again standing. Approx. 20 seconds later a second shot was administered to the calf and the calf went down and never came back up. Further investigation of the head revealed 2 gunshot entry points with the first gunshot about 1 inch to the right of the second. (Est. NC318, 12/19/2011)

18. Inspector observed the slaughter employee shoot a hog with a .22 magnum long rifle. This shot did
not render the animal unconscious or insensible to pain. Without hesitation the employee reloaded the gun and immediately rendered the hog unconscious and insensible with the second shot. Employee skinned head and point of entry was correct, but when shot the hog moved his head to change the angle of entry. (Est. NC191, 1/4/2012)

19. Inspector observed plant employee discharge a .22 caliber rifle into the left center of the forehead of a veal calf. The calf immediately went down, but within approx. 10 seconds, the calf stood up on all four legs and started to walk around the knock box. The inspector observed a tremendous amount of blood coming from the left nostril of the calf, but no vocalization was heard. The inspector in charge immediately instructed the owner to lower the knock box and fire the second round. The second shot was discharged and the calf immediately fell to the ground. Later the inspector inspected the calf’s head and found two bullet holes. The first bullet hole was approximately 3 inches to the left of the middle of the forehead and the second bullet hole was placed in the middle of the head. (Est. NC318, 1/12/2012)

20. Employee was using a recently-acquired 9mm captive bolt, which operates differently than either of the previously used stunning devices -- a .22 gauge captive bolt and a .22 rifle. The stunning operator activated the bolt at an angle that resulted in the bolt entering the skull about 1.5 inches higher than the optimal site for stunning. The hog was not adequately stunned. (Est. NC238, 3/28/2012)

21. Inspector observed an employee attempting to stun a steer in the knock box. The steer was wild and jumping all around. The animal was shot with a captive bolt stunner but was not render unconscious. The employee reloaded the stunner and totally missed on the second shot. The steer’s head was restrained, and the third attempt was successful. (Est. OH199, 1/24/2007)

22. While observing the stunning procedure, the inspector saw a plant employee make 3 attempts to stun a sow with an electrical stunner. All three attempts were unsuccessful, and as a result the animal became frightened, jumped the gate, and was running freely on the kill floor. While the animal was running freely, it became entangled in a water hose which resulted in falling rollers. Eventually the gate was unchained, opened, and the animal went back into the knocking area and was then placed in the knock box for stunning. (Est. OH199, 3/10/2008)

23. It took plant personnel 8 shots with a .22 rifle to bring a bull into a state of unconsciousness. Upon investigation of the bovine head, it was observed that not all bullet holes were in the kill zone. (Est. OH36, 1/22/2010)

24. Observed 2 shots had been placed between the eyes of a beef. (Est. OH44, 2/3/2011)

25. Plant manager was attempting to stun a steer using the captive bolt. Seconds prior to firing the captive bolt, the steer moved his head and the stun was ineffective. (Est. SC1, 7/17/2008)

26. Inspector observed a cow’s head and noticed that there was no captive-bolt hole in the skull. When inspector asked the employee about it he told him that they shot the cow in the back of the pole section of the head. Inspector told him that this was not the correct way of stunning the animal. (Est.
27. The kill floor operator attempted to stun a market hog 2 times. The hog was injured and squealed in pain on both attempts. As the operator started to attempt stunning the hog for a third time, the inspector stopped the worker and instructed him to either get a crowder board to limit the hog’s movement prior to the attempt or to use the rifle since his first two attempts were unsuccessful. Worker ignored the inspector’s instructions and stunned the hog a third time. The third attempt was successful and the hog was rendered unconscious. (Est. SC10, 1/14/2009)

28. While observing dressing procedures an inspector heard an excited animal in the knocking box. Plant employees were attempting to knock a steer of approximately 900 lbs. The animal was standing upright and the floor of the knocking box was covered with blood which had come from the animal’s nose. The plant employee attempted to stun the animal a second time with the captive bolt device, but the animal did not drop and continued to vocalize and became more excited. On the third attempt, the animal was stunned properly. Upon post-mortem inspection of the head, the inspector found that the captive bolt had penetrated the skull in 3 places. One penetration was 5-6 inches below the desired stunning point. Another penetration was directly between the eyes. A third penetration was in the correct location. (Est. TX613, 2/8/2007)

29. The slaughter person who was in charge of stunning the hogs took 4 shots from a .22 rifle and was unable to properly stun one animal. I instructed him to stop and another employee properly shot the animal. (Est. TX369, 6/12/2008)

30. Inspector observed an improper stun occur on the 2nd steer. It was determined that the steer jerked his head as the employee committed to delivering the stun, causing the placement of the stun to be approx 1/2 inch higher than the ideal location on the skull. (Est. TX1, 12/8/2010)

31. A plant employee was using a captive bolt device to knock a steer. The first attempt did not render the animal unconscious. While the employee was starting to hoist the steer up inspector informed him the animal was not accurately stunned. Employee then knocked the steer again. After the animal was hoisted the inspector could see the animal again regaining a conscious state. Employee again knocked the steer. Inspector halted the slaughter operations. The owner and an extension agent showed employee where to accurately position the captive bolt. Extension agent had pictures of beef heads that had been correctly stunned and showed them to the owner to illustrate where the captive bolt should be positioned for an effective stun. (Est. WI74, 6/19/2008)

32. It was observed by inspection personnel that the employee had to stun a steer 3 times due to improper location of the stun. (Est. WI138, 8/28/2008)

33. Inspector observed problems stunning some calves with the mechanical bolt pistol style gun. On the second calf, the plant worker stunned the calf too low on the head and the calf did not go down. The second stun behind the head took the animal down but not unconscious. On the third stun he hit the animal in the same place as the first stun with no results. Inspector then showed him where he needed to place the bolt on the head, and this time the animal was rendered unconscious. (Est.
34. A very wild black Angus steer was brought into the knock box for slaughter. The animal was moving around so much that plant owner instructed an employee to shoot the animal with a rifle instead of using the captive bolt. He fired 3 shots from the rifle, with two hitting the animal in the head and one missing the head and grazing the side of the animal. The 2 shots to the head did not stun the animal. The plant employee then tried to stun the animal using the captive bolt. He shot the animal twice in the head without successfully stunning him. Plant owner then stepped in and shot the animal one more time with the captive bolt successfully stunning him. (Est. WI82, 5/28/2009)

35. While performing a slaughter inspection the inspector observed the knocking of a dairy cow. The first shot did not render her completely unconscious as she started to resume rhythmic breathing after being shackled and hoisted off the ground. At this point the owner told his worker to shoot her again, and the worker shot the animal from several feet away. One bullet wound was right on the mark, but the second bullet wound was approximately two inches off center. (Est. WI588, 2/4/2010)

36. A group of hogs was being taken into the slaughter room knock box. One hog was shot with a .22 rifle. After the first shot, the animal escaped and ran around the room. He was returned to the box and shot again; he escaped again. Then a .22 magnum rifle was obtained; after a shot the hog escaped again, was returned to the box again and was shot 2 more times. The hog escaped the knock box 3 times and was shot a total of 5 times. When inspectors looked at the skinned head, 4 holes could be found. An inspector placed his finger in the holes; the bullet holes appeared to be downward moving and placed too low on the head to be effective. (Est. WI3, 11/9/2011)

37. While doing slaughter of a young steer, it took two shots from a .22 rifle to effectively kill the animal. The animal was still standing after the first shot to the head. The second shot killed the animal. The plant manager explained that the shot placement was too low on the head, and they would use better shot placement on the following animals killed. (Est. WI36, 3/28/2012)

38. While observing a plant employee stun a beef heifer an inspector noticed the worker did not render the animal senseless after one shot. He attempted to take immediate corrective measures by stunning the animal with another captive bolt, which also failed. The third attempt was finally effective. After further evaluation it was noticed that the location of the stun attempts was too low. (Est. WI245, 4/11/2012)

39. Inspector observed a plant employee shoot a beef animal in the kill chute with a .22 rifle. The first shot did not effectively kill the animal or knock it down. The worker immediately shot the animal a second time, which rendered him insensible. Inspector discussed the situation with the employee, and it was determined that the shot placement was too high. (Est. WI183, 5/8/2012)

40. During inspection an inspector observed plant personnel stunning cattle in the top of the head behind the ears. The stun gun then became stuck in the animal's head. I immediately told plant personnel they could not stun cattle in this fashion. (Est. WY2876, 6/6/2008)

41. A steer had to be stunned 3 times. Plant manager stopped operations and went over with his
employees the proper way to stun the animals. (Est. WY2717, 9/3/2009)

42. First animal to be stunned was noticed coming back from unconsciousness by employee after being hoisted and was stunned again to render unconscious. Stunning placement was properly addressed with the employee. (Est. WY2876, 6/7/2012)

43. A hog was observed by inspector to be alert on the shackle table. The first attempt to stun the animal was ineffective due to improper placement and then the second needed to be performed by a supervisor. (Est. M3W, 7/13/2007)

44. A large mature Charolais bull (dressed wt: 946 lbs.) was shot twice before being rendered insensible. Caliber was adequate but placement of first shot was slightly low and to the center. (Est. M19924, 5/19/2008)

45. An employee unsuccessfully tried to stun a bob veal calf in the back of the head in the poll region with a captive bolt. (Est. M2875, 8/22/2008)

46. After observing a skull with a knock hole in the improper location, the inspector proceeded to the stunning area to find a conscious animal on the line. (Est. M2456, 11/20/2008)

47. An employee cornered a pig and (accidentally) applied the captive bolt above the animal’s left eye. The animal was injured but not unconscious and required a second stun. (Est. M9199, 1/9/2009)

48. A bob veal calf was stunned just above the eye. The calf quickly moved away and the employee had to wade through numerous other animals before being able to reach the calf and administer another (successful) stun. The inspector noted that there were too many calves in the stunning area at the time. (Est. M2875, 3/9/2009)

49. A 960 lb. crossbred Angus was shot twice before being rendered insensible. One of the shots was found to have been placed high. (Est. M27364, 8/20/2009)

50. A non-ambulatory cow was stunned with a captive bolt gun 3 times before being successfully rendered unconscious. The entire process took 5 minutes and the initial stunning attempt caused bleeding from the nostrils as the animal had been stunned on the forehead, slightly above the eyes, and then remained fully conscious. (Est. M2456, 9/11/2009)

51. A first attempt at stunning a steer was too low, and the animal remained standing. The second (successful) attempt was delayed by 3 minutes as the animal had become so agitated following the first stun attempt. (Est. M27364, 10/1/2009)

52. A pig in one of the pens was found to be standing and vocalizing after being stunned with a handheld captive bolt; the stun had clearly been poorly placed. The animal was then stunned 2 more times. (Est. M244W, 9/9/2010)

53. An older cow was not rendered insensible after being shot twice with a .22. After the second shot the
animal fell to the ground but was still showing signs of not being properly stunned. While the plant manager was preparing to fire a third time with the .22 magnum the animal kicked him and knocked him to the ground. At this time, another employee then shot the animal with a 20-gauge shotgun. It was determined that the first 2 shots were not correctly placed. (Est. M6354, 2/28/2012)

| 54. | A pig was shot twice with a captive bolt. The first shot did not produce much effect but left the animal sensible and injured while the second shot became stuck in the animal's forehead. A firearm was then brought and the animal was shot twice before being rendered insensible. The first ineffective shot was with a .22 caliber and was not properly placed while the second shot entered the cranial cavity. (Est. M4499, 3/15/2012) |
| 55. | A steer was stunned with a captive bolt in the nasal cavity and was injured, stressed and vocalizing. Approximately a minute later the second shot was administered that rendered the animal unconscious. (Est. M9814, 4/18/2012) |
| 56. | The establishment knocker, new to the position, shot an adult black bull using .22 magnum ammunition, but the animal remained standing. The same result was seen after a second shot with the .22 magnum. The employee was then instructed to use the .30-.30 as a backup gun. After the .30-.30 was used, the bull slumped down on his belly but was holding his head off the floor, bobbing. A fourth shot (again with the .30-.30) was finally effective in rendering the animal insensible. The skinned head revealed 2 small holes located centrally in the forehead, just above and just below the ideal spot. A larger hole (the third shot) was central directly between the eyes, penetrating the nasal cavity. The other hole (fourth shot) was 2 inches above and 1 inch to the right of the smaller holes. (Est. M7644, 5/30/2012) |
| 57. | Gunfire was reported from the kill floor, followed almost immediately (within 5 seconds) by a second. Within another 15 seconds, there was a third, louder report. The first two shots had been .45 caliber bullets administered with a pistol, and the third was a .30-.30 slug. After the second shot the bull was observed to be on his knees, with the hind feet still standing. After the third shot, the bull dropped and was insensible. The skinned head had three holes, all central. The lowest appeared to be in the appropriate spot, another about ¼ inch above it, and another approximately ¼ inch above that. Cutting away tissue to assess the holes, the stunner found slugs lodged in the bone in the lowest and middle holes. Probing the highest hole, he found a slug just inside the braincase. (Est. M7644, 6/13/2012) |
| 58. | A pig that was stunned, hoisted and bled regained consciousness. The 120 lb. animal was stunned with a two-prong wand hog stunner, set for seven second hold time, and on the lowest setting, but the animal was not stunned in the proper location. The animal had to be stunned again with the captive bolt gun. (Est. M40455, 6/20/2012) |
| 59. | In an attempt to stun a market weight pig with a captive bolt, the employee missed and hit the animal above the eye, requiring another 45 seconds until the second successful stun could be administered (due to the back-up stunner not being loaded). (Est. M40091, 8/6/2012) |
| 60. | A cow was shot with a .22 caliber rifle that hit high and off center. The cow remained standing, and a |
second shot was made with the same .22 rifle rendering the animal insensible. (Est. M2439, 11/1/2012)

| 61. | A beef steer was unsuccessfully stunned with a .22 magnum rifle. The employee missed the proper location, hitting the animal in the left shoulder and completely missing the head. The animal pulled out of the head restraint and began vocalizing and thrashing in pain. (Est. M9542, 11/28/2012) |

| 62. | An employee attempted to stun an agitated cow with a rifle shot. The initial shot penetrated the animal’s skull above the left ear, causing the animal to bleed and become more agitated. After 5 minutes, a second attempt to stun the animal with a rifle shot was successful. (Est. M44200, 12/11/2012) |
Examples of “Lack of Backup Stunning Device”
(State & Federal Violations)

1. While inspector observed employee rendering a sow unconscious by rifle, the employee didn't render the stunning effectively. During the second attempt, the gun was found to be out of bullets so more bullets had to be loaded in the gun before the second shot could be fired. The second shot did render the animal unconscious. (Est. GA261, 5/7/2007)

2. Inspector observed the knocker, without applying any form of head restraint, followed the animal’s head around with a captive bolt revolver until a shot was fired. The animal appeared to be rendered unconscious. During the sticking/bleeding process the animal became awake, showing signs of eye blinking, breathing, vocalizing and arching head in an upward position. Due to the violent thrashing of the animal, the kill floor employee was unable to re-stun the animal and the animal expired after 5 to 7 minutes of bleeding. The animal was very agitated and finally died of exsanguinations, showing signs of consciousness until death. No other means of stunning were available. (Est. ME4, 3/13/2012)

3. Inspector observed the stunner using the captive bolt gun on an extremely large boar. The shot penetrated the animal but failed to produce immediate unconsciousness, so the stunner went into an adjacent room and got a rifle. He came back to the stunning area and made another attempt to shoot the boar. He grazed the animal and the animal squealed. The stunner went back into the office to get another shell for the rifle. After returning he went over to the left side of the knock box at which spot he could not get a clear shot, so he went over to the right side of the knock box to see if he could get a clearer shot. He eventually returned back to the left side of the knock box before successfully stunning the animal. From the first initial shot with the captive bolt, the stunner used an excessive amount of time before successfully killing the animal. (Est. NC163, 7/25/2007)

4. Inspector was in the cooler as the employees were preparing to stun a custom hog of about 400 lbs. He heard the rifle (22 mag. bolt action) go off 3 times and heard the hog squeal each time. When he arrived at the stunning area the hog was down but he was not dead. He was shaking his head continually. Employees were in the front office trying to reload the gun. By the time they got back to the stunning area the hog had stood up and was pacing back and forth in agony. The stunner eventually shot the animal again with the rifle but the shot did not kill him. The employees returned to the office to get another bullet. They attempted to shoot the animal again outside the knock box area and missed. Finally the plant owner arrived, shot the animal twice with a .357 magnum pistol. At this time the animal is finally rendered unconscious. (Est. NC163, 3/17/2008)

5. An egregious noncompliance was observed during a humane slaughter verification visit. Although applied correctly, the first activation of a captive bolt to a pig failed to stun the animal. The sound made by the firing bolt was muted. The plant manager reloaded the bolt and applied it a second time at the correct point. This time a wound appeared in the pig’s forehead but he remained standing. Again, the sound of the firing bolt was soft and diminished. The plant manager then left the slaughter floor for a rifle. A notice of suspension was prepared by the Raleigh office and sent electronically. Corrective actions proposed by the plant consisted of keeping the cartridges for the captive bolt in
the combined inspection/management office where there is climate control and placing one of the rifles on the slaughter floor so it is readily available when needed. (Est. NC29, 9/21/2009)

6. After a slaughter employee shot a cow with a .22 rifle the inspector observed the cow partially collapse. The cow was bellowing, blinking, breathing, and attempting to stand back up. The cow was able to rise up to her feet before the next shot was applied. The slaughter employee shot the cow with the same .22 rifle for the second time, and the cow was still conscious. She showed no signs of a limp head or body and was able to blink, moan, breathe and again stand up. Inspector informed the employee that he needed to do something, because this cow was suffering. He ran to the office to retrieve a .22 magnum rifle. At this point the cow is standing, breathing hard and bellowing. The employee shot the cow for the third time, and the cow partially collapsed, holding herself up with her front legs. She threw her head back moaning and bellowing, still attempting to stand. At this point she is now gasping and forcing her breath in pain. The employee reloaded the .22 magnum and placed the gun to the back of the cow's head to apply the fourth shot. The cow was immediately rendered unconscious. (Est. NC191, 2/24/2011)

7. Employees attempted to stun a large sow standing quietly in the stunning pen. A .22 magnum round was used. The stunning operator observed that the sow was not stunned, though wounded, and fired a second round. The stunning operator stated that the sow still was not stunned. Shortly afterward she rose to her feet. The inspector asked the stunning operator if he knew what to do now. He replied that he did not. Inspector said that a larger caliber firearm or some other method was needed to adequately stun the sow. The stunning operator responded that no firearms had been kept at the establishment since the robbery. The plant owner left and brought back a .30-.30 rifle after about 10 minutes. (Est. NC265, 5/26/2011)

8. A heifer was standing very calmly in the knock box. Plant employee proceeded to discharge a .22 caliber rifle into the center of the cow’s forehead. The cow did not go down. A second shot from the .22 rifle was discharged into the forehead. The cow, once again, did not go down. Both shots to the forehead did not penetrate the skull and one of the bullets was found lying on the floor near the viscera table. Inspector asked the employee to get the backup rifle. Employee stated that the plant did not have one. (Est. NC318, 2/2/2012)

9. The third steer being slaughtered was younger than one year old. Animal’s head and body were properly restrained in the knock box. Animal was shot twice but remained standing. The gun then jammed; it was nearly 5 minutes before the steer could be shot the third and final time. Owner stated that there was only one gun in the establishment on this day. (Est. OH115, 11/9/2009)

10. Inspector noticed an employee attempting to stun an animal improperly with a stun gun. The employee stunned the animal twice and the animal was still conscious. A rifle was not present at the time to provide immediate stunning. Animal was still conscious at the time the throat was slit. (Est. TX98, 2/24/2010)

11. The first animal was a steer. The gun used did not fire properly twice, but did the third time. Inspector suspended slaughter until an effective stunning device was obtained and used for the remaining animals. A new rifle was provided and operations were resumed for the day. (Est. WI102,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>6/29/2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>12.</strong> During slaughter operations ineffective stunning of two cows was witnessed. A cow was run into the knock box and plant employee shot 4-5 times with a .22 caliber rifle; at this point the animal was still conscious but the gun clip had no more bullets. The worker had to refill the clip and shoot the cow 2-3 more times before the animal was deemed unconscious. A couple hours later another cow was driven into the knock box and the stunner again shot the animal 4-5 times, and once again the gun clip had run out of bullets. Another plant worker took the clip, refilled it, and shot the cow another 3-4 times before the animal was deemed unconscious. (Est. WI3, 9/14/2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>13.</strong> Inspector observed plant employee shoot a steer in the kill chute with a .22 rifle. The first shot hit the steer's forehead but did not kill the animal or knock it down. The gun jammed, and it took the employee a couple minutes to unjam the rifle, put another round in it, and shoot and effectively kill the animal with the second shot. The plant immediately cleaned the rifle, and promised that they will have a back up rifle available on the kill floor before slaughter next week, or they will not be allowed to slaughter. (Est. WI183, 3/27/2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>14.</strong> A plant worker shot the only steer scheduled for slaughter for the day without having a back up rifle present. (Est. WI183, 4/10/2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>15.</strong> The last hog to be slaughtered was shot with a rifle. The first shot did not render the hog unconscious. When the slaughter foreman attempted to shoot again the rifle ran out of bullets. He went back to the table where the ammunition was stored and reloaded the clip. The time between the first and second shot caused the hog more than a minimum of excitement and discomfort. (Est. WI56, 5/9/2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>16.</strong> A bull was shot once and did not go down. The employee was out of bullets and had to go retrieve them before returning to shoot the bull a total of 4 more times before rendering the animal insensible. (Est. M13445, 3/26/2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>17.</strong> Inspector observed a hoisted pig was showing signs of sensibility. A plant employee stuck and bled the hog before the inspector could prevent it. There was no captive bolt equipment in the area to re-stun the animal. (Est. M3S, 3/10/2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>18.</strong> A pig was found to be sensible on the rail due to a new employee improperly stunning the animal. When brought to the attention of the manager he proceeded to put the knife to the pig's throat until the inspector stopped him and told him to get the captive bolt to properly stun the animal. The captive bolt, by protocol, should have been on hand as a backup but was not. (Est. M40455, 11/18/2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>19.</strong> It took 4 shots to render an animal unconscious. The employee had to run to get more ammunition during several of the shots. (Est. M21585, 1/26/2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>20.</strong> After 2 missed stunning attempts on a hog, it took 15 minutes for the employee to return with a backup stunner (gun). (Est. M34181, 4/16/2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Examples of “Lack of Routine Equipment Testing and Maintenance”

(State & Federal Violations)

1. During hog slaughter, the current was interrupted and although this was not deliberately done as an act of inhumane treatment, it was still inhumane. Slaughter was stopped and the wand unit of the stunning device was taken out of service. Owner fixed the issue with the wand and slaughter was allowed to continue, and no further issues were observed. (Est. IA589, 10/13/2009)

2. The electric stunner was not working properly today. Owner ordered a new switch for the hog stunner. (Est. IA627, 3/26/2012)

3. A hog was not stunned with one shot. Owner retrieved a captive bolt that didn’t work so he went back to the .22 rifle to render the hog unconscious. Said he would buy a new .22 rifle or .22 mag. (Est. IA554, 3/30/2012)

4. While covering slaughter, inspector observed that the captive bolt stun gun misfired and failed to stun the animal properly. (Est. KS782, 9/30/2009)

5. Inspector observed an employee fire a .22 shot to a hog. The hog squealed once, dropped, and then stood back up. The worker reloaded the rifle and fired a second shot, knocking the hog senseless. Employee had switched from a captive bolt stunner to the rifle because the captive bolt stunner had jammed and would not fire. (Est. ME1, 5/29/2012)

6. While stunning animals this establishment needed additional tries to effectively stun steer # 2 and steer # 5. This facility must review their humane slaughter handling and stunning methods. They may need to review the effectiveness of their stun gun. (Est. MN942, 11/21/2008)

7. Facility was unable to render multiple animals unconscious with a single stun. Most cattle were rendered unconscious after multiple attempts. Facility uses a captive bolt which appears to be malfunctioning consistently. (Est. MN789, 10/6/2010)

8. The inspector observed an animal in stunning box that appeared to be fully stunned. Plant employee was asked what happened and replied the box (stunner) went out. Since animal appeared stunned, eyes glazed and rolled back, the inspector instructed the worker to proceed. During shackling it was obvious the animal was not stunned, eyes blinking, etc. A similar incident occurred the day before. When attempting to stun a pig, the pig did not respond, and the stunner box had to be replaced. Rubber mats were placed in the stun box to prevent stunner from shorting out. (Est. NC37, 10/8/2008)

9. Although applied correctly, the first activation of a captive bolt to a pig failed to stun the animal. The sound made by the firing bolt was muted. Plant manager reloaded the bolt and applied it a second time at the correct point. This time a wound appeared in the pig’s forehead but he remained standing. Again, the sound of the firing bolt was soft and diminished. Manager then left the slaughter floor for a rifle and after retrieving it shot the animal twice more. After a suspension was issued and held in...
abeyance, slaughter commenced again. The first pig was successfully stunned, although the sound of the firing bolt was flat rather than sharp. The attempt to stun the second pig was unsuccessful. The sound of the firing was almost inaudible. Because the corrective action had failed to prevent recurrence of the same egregious noncompliance, the suspension which had been placed in abeyance was reactivated. (Est. NC29, 9/21/2009)

10. Inspector observed owner shoot a calf with a .22 caliber rifle. Calf did not go down with this shot. First shot did not sound right and the inspector suspected the bullets may have gotten wet during cleanup. Bullets in box stored on the kill floor are corroded around the lead part of the bullet. Owner immediately shot the animal again. Calf went down on the second shot. (Est. NC318, 5/21/2010)

11. A .22 caliber rifle was used to stun an animal. Upon firing, the animal immediately fell to the ground. Approx. 10 seconds later, the animal raised back up and was once again standing. Approx. 20 seconds later a second shot was administered to the calf, and the calf went down and never came back up. Plant response was to purchase a cleaning kit and clean the rifle. (Est. NC318, 12/19/2011)

12. Inspector observed that a Holstein cow had to be stunned again with the captive bolt stunner. This process continued with the next 3 cattle. At this time the stunning and slaughter process was stopped so that the captive bolt stunner could be evaluated. When the stunner was taken apart, it was found to contain only one and a half rubber bushing in the cylinder, when it should have contained 3. All operation ceased so that another captive bolt stunner could be located. Inspector notified management he would be writing a noncompliance record for inhumane handling for the stunning of these cattle due to the improper maintenance of the captive stunner. (Est. OH2005, 4/1/2008)

13. Inspector found a hog who had been rolled out of the box without being properly stunned. The inmate doing the stunning said that he had been shocked by the handle and had let go before completing the cycle. The inspector waited for him to come around and finish the process. The inmate tried again but did not make full contact. Another inmate then attempted to stick the hog. Inspector hollered that he wasn't to stick the hog because the animal wasn't rendered senseless and was vocalizing. (Est. OH2005, 9/29/2008)

14. The second sow of the day was in the knock box and stunned with an electrical current. After the initial stun, the inspector in charge noticed the sow was not rendered unconscious. The stunner released the sow from the knock box and the shackling process began. During the shackling process, the inspector informed the crew that the sow was not unconscious and needed to be stunned again. After the sow was fully hoisted the stunner continued to hit the sow with the electric stunner 3 or 4 times in order to render her fully unconscious. She was then properly stuck and bled out before regaining consciousness. The inspector informed the crew that the stunner needed to be checked and fixed properly. (Est. OH2005, 10/14/2008)

15. During slaughter one animal required 3 stunning shots with the captive bolt gun. The inspector in charge questioned storage of cartridges and bolt gun maintenance. This problem had been observed on previous reviews. (Est. OH148, 11/26/2008)

16. It was noted that proper stunning was not being performed or rather the stunning was ineffective due
to a deficiency in equipment or application. The first animal slaughtered today was shot once, 
effectively. The second animal, a cow at least 8 years of age, was shot with a .22 rifle a minimum of 
8 times as counted by the inspector in charge. The shots were immediate and sequential, and the 
cow's head and body were properly restrained in the knock box. The shots were ineffective as the 
animal continued to look directly at the shooter until the last shot that caused her to become 
insensitive. The third animal was younger than one year old. Head and body properly restrained 
in the knock box, this steer was shot twice but remained standing. The gun jammed and it was nearly 5 
minutes before the animal could be shot the third and final time. Owner stated that there is only one 
gun in this establishment today. The gun was fixed and cleaned. (Est. OH115, 11/9/2009)

| 17. | An employee using an electric stunner failed to stun a hog in one attempt, causing 6 hogs to escape 
    the stunning area and run loose around the slaughter floor. Employee said the stunner was 
    malfunctioning last week and the establishment had failed to correct the problem before today's 
    slaughter. (Est. OH21, 12/23/2011) |

| 18. | The stunning operator used more than a single shot to produce immediate unconsciousness in a large 
    male bison. The worker immediately re-stunned the animal without any hesitation and rendered the 
    bison unconscious. An employee told the inspector he suspected a problem with the rifle being out of 
    zero. (Est. SD151, 11/17/2010) |

| 19. | Inspection personnel observed an animal not rendered unconscious after 3 attempts due to the stun 
    gun malfunctioning. (Est. TX1073, 7/29/2009) |

| 20. | Inspector witnessed an employee attempt to stun a black bull with a mechanical captive bolt stunner. 
    The employee attempted to render animal unconscious with this method twice without any success. 
    As the animal was being hoisted, signs of consciousness were observed. Plant management 
    determined their stunner was not functioning properly because of bone material from previous 
    animals prevented the stunner from penetrating the skull. (Est. TX98, 9/4/2009) |

| 21. | The first shot with the captive bolt gun did not render the animal unconscious. The second shot by 
    the backup gun was unsuccessful due to the gun load not discharging properly. Employee returned to 
    the first captive bolt gun which had been reloaded by another plant employee. The third shot 
    rendered the beef steer unconscious. (Est. VA46, 6/8/2011) |

| 22. | While conducting beef slaughter operations the plant's captive bolt stunning device wasn't operating 
    correctly. Two consecutive animals were not rendered insensible after one blow. Owner tested the 
    captive bolt several times (not on animals) with inconsistent results. Owner realizes this is a problem 
    and had already ordered a new captive bolt stun gun which was backordered. (Est. WI245, 
    1/24/2007) |

| 23. | During the stunning process, some of the pigs are getting zapped when they are touching another pig 
    who is being stunned, causing them to squeal. Some pigs are also vocalizing or squealing at the 
    beginning of the stunning process. The calipers that are being used do not have a trigger, and it is 
    plugged into a circuit breaker box and not a transformer box. (Est. WI167, 2/7/2007) |
24. Inspector noticed the stunning of pigs was not effective. The inspector stopped plant employees 10 times, out of 45 attempts, to re-stun the pigs due to them resuming consciousness while being bled out. (Est. WI74, 11/5/2007)

25. While observing a steer being stunned, an inspector saw the mechanical gun misfire several times. This happened on one other animal. After examining the gun at the end of slaughter operations, it was brought to the inspector’s attention that the gun had not been cleaned in many years. (Est. WI251, 11/7/2007)

26. I observed the last beef of the day being stunned. The mechanical captive bolt gun being used was ineffective, and a .22 caliber rifle had to be used in its place to bring the animal down. (Est. WI251, 4/9/2008)

27. A plant employee was using a new electrical current stunning device to stun swine. Inspector observed a hog regain consciousness while being bled-out and informed the stunner and plant owner, who happened to be present on the slaughter floor. The plant chose to switch back to the old stunning device and slaughter operations resumed. The second hog became conscious while being hoisted, and the inspector requested that the animal be re-stunned. Numerous attempts were made to render the hog unconscious. They adjusted the amps on the control box, tried different timed applications of the unit, cleaned the probes and applied water to the animals’ heads. An extension service agent who was present in the plant indicated that he would try and adjust the new device but it would take at least three weeks to get it back. (Est. WI74, 6/23/2008)

28. The first 5 of 7 animals had to be re-stunned. 4 of the 5 re-stunned steers were knocked using the captive bolt device twice while on the floor of the knockbox. One of the 5 was re-stunned 3 times and never achieved an unconscious state before being bled. Corrective actions taken by plant included: applying captive bolt device higher on the steer’s head, keeping animal’s attention so head was up, fixing captive bolt device and finally cleaning the captive bolt device. After the captive bolt device was cleaned the following two animals were successfully stunned. (Est. WI74, 6/30/2008)

29. Inspector observed a steer blinking while hanging and being stuck to bleed out. An employee that was knocking and sticking the animals had made an approximate 2 foot long incision along the animal’s neck when I saw the steer blinking, crinkling his nose and breathing heavily. The animal was not yet bleeding heavily when inspector informed the employee to knock him again. Inspector informed the plant manager of what happened. She instructed an employee to clean the captive bolt device and had a different employee perform the knocking and sticking. (Est. WI74, 8/20/2008)

30. Inspector was observing the stunning of a calf with a mechanical bolt gun. Calf appeared to be stunned until he was being stuck to bleed out. The animal let out a bellow, started to arch his back and move his eyes. Inspector immediately had the employee re-stun the animal and then proceed to stick him to bleed out. Inspector asked the employee when he cleaned the mechanical bolt gun last, and he replied "last month". (Est. WI74, 1/29/2009)

31. It was noted that one star-shaped metal piece is missing from the end of the electrical hog stunner.
32. Inspector observed that it took 7 shots from a .22 caliber rifle to stun the second to last pig. Inspector discussed with employee and plant manager that he believed the gun was being poorly serviced, and that the result was the hog was not stunned effectively and humanely. On the next slaughter day, the gun used did not fire properly twice. Inspector then suspended slaughter until an effective stunning device could be obtained. A new rifle was provided and operations resumed. (Est. WI1102, 6/29/2010)

33. While performing regular slaughter inspection on cattle, an inspector noticed the plant personnel stunning an animal a second time after seeing signs of consciousness. When the plant personnel saw that the animal still remained conscious, he immediately stunned the animal 3 more consecutive times. One week earlier the inspector had a similar issue with the plant. In that instance a mature cow was stunned 5 times before being rendered insensible. In both cases the inspector did not hear a loud sound coming from the captive bolt gun. (Est. WI215, 12/21/2011)

34. While performing slaughter inspection an inspector noticed that the electrical stunner was not working properly. At the time of the application, a medium size hog showed signs of pain by making loud vocal sounds. The plant personnel immediately grabbed a captive bolt next to him and effectively stunned the hog. The electrical stunner was put out of service and the last 3 hogs were stunned with the captive bolt. (Est. WI293, 3/6/2012)

35. Inspector observed a plant worker shoot a steer in the kill chute with a .22 rifle. The first shot hit the steer’s forehead but did not kill the animal or knock him down. The gun jammed, and it took the employee a couple of minutes to unjam the rifle, put another round in it, and shoot and effectively kill the animal with the second shot. The plant immediately cleaned the rifle. (Est. WI183, 3/27/2012)

36. While performing slaughter floor inspection duties, inspector observed two plant employees attempt to use a mechanical stunner to stun a market size pig. For whatever reason, the stunner did not produce immediate unconsciousness until after at least 5 attempts. (Est. WV31, 2/29/2008)

37. The second pig being slaughtered was stunned twice with a captive bolt. The first time the pig was stunned the bolt gun was stuck in the skull of the pig. The slaughter plant employees are not able to place an accurate stun on the pigs with the current equipment. The electric stunner was broken according to plant personnel. Plant was informed that the captive bolt stun gun needs to be thoroughly cleaned after slaughter each day. (Est. WY507, 9/21/2007)

38. Plant employee was observed to be having some trouble stunning animals on the first try. He worked on his captive bolt stunner and it is operating better. (Est. WY2121, 12/19/2007)

39. The first animal for slaughter today was shot 6-7 times with a captive bolt gun and was not rendered completely unconscious prior to bleeding. Rhythmic breathing, an arched neck and back, and responsive eye movement were observed. The location of the stun and the stunning technique was
| 40. | Inspector talked with the manager about needing to clean the bolt gun due to it not stunning animals on the first attempt. (Est. WY1301, 10/11/2010) |
| 41. | Two shots were needed to stun two animals today. Plant management is ordering a longer bolt for the gun and larger charges, which should fix the problem. Correction notes: Plant manager called the company about getting new parts for his stun guns. He was told that the expanded bolt will not work for his gun but he did order some new parts and larger loads. He also found out that he had been cleaning the guns wrong. He read the directions and is now cleaning the guns right. (Est. WY2121, 1/18/2012) |
| 42. | The stun gun was not properly stunning animals. It was determined the gun was bent. This was discussed with the plant personnel and a different gun was used on the remaining cattle. (Est. WY2876, 3/15/2012) |
| 43. | Of 30 animals stunned with a captive bolt gun, only 22 were successfully rendered insensible on the first shot; 6 needed to be shot twice and 1 needed to be shot three times. In two instances the device misfired, and in some instances the first shot was simply unsuccessful. (Est. M6063A, 3/23/2007) |
| 44. | When the electrical stunner was placed on the head the animal would partially react by slightly buckling his knees, shaking his head and trying to move around the stunning area. The stunner was applied 4-5 more times before the animal were finally rendered unconscious. This process was observed in 2 animals. (Est. M21530, 9/13/2007) |
| 45. | A conscious pig in the stick area had his legs caught in the conveyor table. When the line was stopped the inspector noticed another conscious pig had gone past the final control point. The 2 conscious pigs indicate a problem with the stunning equipment. (Est. M3W, 3/6/2008) |
| 46. | An animal had to be stunned twice (the first time with a captive bolt gun and the second with a rifle). The inspector found too many rubber compression rings in the hand held captive bolt gun and the O-ring designed to hold the bolt in its proper pre-deployment position was missing. (Est. M22064, 4/23/2008) |
| 47. | An un-stunned pig came out of the restrainer and onto the shackle table and proceeded to run along the shackle table. When questioned, the employee claimed that he tried to electrically stun the animal but that the stunner had shorted out (the wand did in fact have a crack in it but the employee failed to check it before applying it to the animal). Replacement wands were delivered and upon further observation it seemed the equipment was stunning pigs effectively. (Est. M244L, 5/7/2009) |
| 48. | 3 pigs stunned in succession with a hand-held electric stunner were not rendered insensible. Employee did not attempt to re-stun animals. (Est. M9199, 10/13/2009) |
| 49. | A pig was electrically stunned and remained conscious on the shackling belt. After 2 more attempts at stunning the animal with a hand-held captive bolt, the animal was rendered insensible. (Est. |
50. An employee was attempting to stun a lamb using both captive bolt and electric stun of the head, followed by a cardiac electric stun. The lamb was unconscious but regained consciousness after being shackled and hoisted. The employee performing the stunning stated that the device had not been working, nor had the portable back up device. It took over 10 minutes for the employee to bring another portable gun to the stunning area with extra charges (employee stated that it typically misfires due to bullets being wet). The device misfired twice, and was successful on the third try, although it did not appear to fire completely. (Est. M17965, 3/20/2012)